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On time .

NFL playoffs feature
four of games' elite

Racers post easy win
over IUPUI

Calloway County students
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Tobacco sales continue

Lawmakers face
tough decisions
MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF,
WORLD
SEBOKEN'6, South .ttrii,(
-- Gunmen opened tire
automatic rifles
crowd of Africa:,
gress rmiurners, before da.Saturday. killing at least
pie and prompting revenge •
attacks. •

STATE
LEXIN TON, Ky. --investigation has -bound in
merit promotion guidelines ‘%er.
sometimes ignored at IL.
Lexington-Blue Grass Ann:,
Depot and widespread distrus•
of the personnel office exist,:
among depot employees. But:.
conditions were reported in tit;
federal investigation that found
"many serious problems" in the
civilian personnel office.

rireir licenses taken for 90 days or
inure.
The bill would also make it
easier to obtain a conviction for
drunken driving. Someone with a
0.10 percent blood alcohol level
now is only presumed- to be driving
drunk. Prosecutors have to produce
other es dance to prove the driver
AJ, ntpaired.
W'ilklnsonnas pushed or tougher drunken drRing laws since the
Carroll Cti'ants. htis crasit in Ma%
hen 27 people were killed
,n the ..korst drunken -driving accident In the nation's h.story.
Sp:r--tcd debate is erpected on
Wiikinns Tiro'poS31 - for a serie of
distrts that
.1 region's trash prob,em. tor 20
%ears.
Although ern;ro:1eritiHsts
agree with other parts of the goveras mandatory.
nor's
there Is still distrash

FRANKFORT. K% ,Alr)
possible impeachment, drunken
driving legislation and solid-waste
disposal arc among the topics lawmakers will be addressing in the
coming weeks.
Legislators were convening
today in Frankfort. called ntto spe
cial session by Gov. ‘VatiaLe Witkinson last week. Wilkinson's agen
da includes 14 items, and more
may be added.
The governor tried uns ecesslully last year to iitiglien drunken
drivinglaws. In. reviying the
he said. "I truly bellev.2 its time
has come.''
--Under --pren't
license is not suspended until the
motorist is convicted. v,nich nn2fn
he years alter the arrest.
The new' proposal calls for pcv
pie driving under the iniluetrce
attend an administrative itearlin2
conducted by the Transpi,7tat:.,n,
Cabinet within 25 days.
eou1'
heitr:
At

Buyers made their bids for dark air-cured tobacco at Farris Tob.ocii arehouse this IiI.iriuoe. Will. thy
air-cured season nearly at an end, sales lasted only minutes at both Farris and (;riimers I I tlINC Il',11 log•r
Fire-cured sales %sill begin in Murray on Jan. 24 and m ill continue each m eek ihercati v r nil I
Thursday. Sec slor.$ (at page 3.

(Cont d on page 2)

Bush: we'll do what we've got to do
$

SPORTS

Americans
and possiblc had news t.rom —the
battlefield if war tlreaks out.
FBI Director Wiliam Session,
predicted ''terror:'.::: may emerge
and may explode
President Bush approached the
last hours before tin,: fan. 15 deadline for an Iraqi put at v. oh haLking from Congress or militar\
action. The presider,: said Sunda%
his message to Amk..t.,t.ans ,Aho
Iraq,. Is We ye got to do what we .1ho.:k-:
do:"
The president amaited word iron:

By CtiRISTOPHER CONNELL
Joe
PERTH, A ustrafia
Hoffmann shattered orte
swimming's long
world records Sun:...
more than four secorr,ls 011
dimir Salnikov .
men's 1,500-mc..
the World
Championships.

BUSINESS
G,tv
LOS A.NGEI.k.S.
prices have dropped nearly
seven cents a gallon at the pump
in the past month and nearly 14
cents from the Oct. 19 peak
caused by the Iraqi invasion o!
Kuwait. a survey shows.

FORECAST

A•ssocrated Press W•oer

As prostr,:u.ts
WASHINGTON
for peace in the Persian Gut!' gra.
dimmer today, Sen. Sam Nunn
said, "It's time to rallty behind the
forces in the field:* A senior administration of ti jai said U.S. military
allies were nearly unanimous ;it
agreeing to send their forces into
battle.
N.44-rt„..414....4pfgaw44. if.
grosional resolution hacking. the
•
• 1, —
use of force. sa:d
"behind us" hi..

41
President Bush
btord

United- Nation,s
Javier Perez de Cuellar, who r-ne:
with Saddam in Baghdad on Sunday. The U.N. official said in Paris
today, "Unfortunately. I don't sec
any more reasons to he optitnist,
I don't see any reason

Committee.
might be son.,
matrc etlort to at—
doesn't look good
no me es
!!.,.U.

Secretary of State Jan:, A ft..•
er III was in Canada. Inc last
on a nine-day trip during \A h,:]
conferred with a dozer. :ead,rr'.
U.S. allies in the HrriernaHora:effort to force Iraq iI
from Kuwait.
Interviewed on "CBS -t

Ni"

:here's some it
ttae nature of. a art are '1 nrc
..,so said Arnericuitt,
heed to be prepared o ur
nem. from he
Ihonk there's going to

very

(Cont'd on page 2)

Little optimism seen one day from deadline
comment came on the eve of the
U.N. deadline authorizing force to
oust Iraq from Kuwait.
Perez de Cuellar's 2A -hour
m'eeting with Saddam in B.aghdad
on Sunday had been considered the
last best chance to avoid an attack
on Iraqi forces by the multinational

support Saddam and the-Palestinian
struggle with their blood.
"Unfortunately, I don't see any
more reasons to be optimistic. I
don't see any reason to have real
hops," the secretary-general said
today after meeting With President
Francois Mitterrand in Paris. His

By BRIAN MURPHY
Associated Press Writer

Tonight: Cloudy r‘ith a 40
percent chance of light rain after
midnight. Low around 40. South
wind 5 to 10 mph.

50-CENTS

MONDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 14,191

-

U.N. Secretary-General Javier
Perez de Cuellar said today he lost
hope for peace in the PersianGuif
after talks with Saddam Hussein,
and Iraq's lawmakers pledged to

force assembled after Iraq seized
Kuwait on Aug. 2.
President Bush on Sunday called
Iraq's apparent intention to keep
_troops in Kuwait_ beyond __the Tuesday midnight EST withdrawal
deadline "a tremendous mistake'
In Baghdad, Saddam said any

were Lp to he Umted States.
and
skorid,
At.ross
•
greta
ts
hrote,
-war
anti
sionate. in. the hz.,ons t' a:
gulf. rcst.ient, st,sd up on r)rovi(Cont d on page 2)
•

- LAKE-LEVELS

Nanny recalls fighting
with desert conditions

Kentucky Lake
357.1, -0.1 below 337.0, -0.5
Barkley Lake
358.0, -0.1 below 340.2, -0.4

INDEX

By MARK COOPER
One Section — 14 Pages
12, 13
Classifieds
12
Comics
12
Crosswords
5
Dear Abby
12
Horoscope
6, 7
Murray Today
II
,
Obituaries
4
Perspective
9
8,
Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Murray Ledger & Times Staff Wiiter

during
Lester Nanny displays his map of Africa and his medals won during his fighting in North Africa
observer.
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Fighting in the desert -- especially with little equipment and no
information — can bc--frightening,
according to Lester Nanny, who
spent thice_months fighting in
North Africa.
But much has changed during
the last 50 years, according to the
World War II veteran, who said
today's soldiers are much more
capable of handling desert fighting
than he was against the Germans in
1942.
"We didn't have anything when
we 'went," according to Nanny,
who went ashore during the North
Africa invasion in February, 1942.
"Fighting was pretty new to us.
When we were shipped over, we
didn't.know where we were going
or who we were going to fight,"
U.S. forces in Saudi Arabia
today awaiting tomorrow's war
deadline with Iraq, however, don't

taee the
•,:'„
;
L.
Warii -n-iier‘
did.
We didn't 'stto,v anythipg, but
they're tOperavon Shield so!diers.i
'there and they. kno-A where they're
going to ligirt... Nanny sand.
"That's an a.dvantage
haVe." • •
Sandy terrain and hot climate.
which weren't • big obstacles it
Northern Tunisia where Nanny did
most of his fighting, Might hamper
today's soldiers in the Saudi Arabian deserts but they are better prepared for it. he said.
"We did some desert training in
Louisiana bui not much," Nanny
said. "We didn't have much equipment. On manuveurs, we might
have a truck with 'tank' written on
it. Some had wooden machine
guns."
North Africa in the winter is not
dreadfully hot. according to Nanny,
(Cont'd on

page 2)
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Stopped Pintos

Deadline...

Lawmakers...

Bush...

(Cont'd from page 1)
(Cont'd from page i)
(Cont'd from page 1)
agreement about the control that
hope
there's
not."
much,
I
sions and sealed windows and
should be put in the hands of local
All the allies are in agreement on
doors to protect against poison gas
government.
attacks. Some people sought gas using military might to evict the
Several activists said the ideal
masks. others hunted for a flight 540,000 Iraqi troops under an
undisclosed timetable proposed to
way would be for the state to give
out.
cities and counties the authority to
Fearing an Iraqi attack. Israel them by President Bush, a senior
U.S. official said Sunday.
reject proposed landfills.
today called up more reserves and
"To my knowledge, no one has
Vote fraud was added to the spethe United Nations ordered the
cial session's agenda after the state
-dependents of its staff members to balked" — with the possible
Supreme Court struck' down the..
leave theolewish state. War jitters exception of Syria — on sending
current law in November, declaring
drove oil prices up more than S4 a its ground forces into action, said
it was too broad and vague:
barrel to S30.25 in early trading in the official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
The Supreme Court said the
London.
Otherwise, Baker found unanimilaw's definition of a bribe --In Baghdad, members of Iraq's
essentially anything of value
National ASsembly shouted that ty in his talks with leaders of Briintended to influence a voter —
they were willing to back Saddam tain, France, Germany, Spain, Luxwas so general it could be applied
"with our blood, our souls, we are embourg, Italy, Saudi Arabia, the
Arab
Emirates.
Egypt.
*1United
to campaign badges or payeven
ready -trrsarrifice for Saddam." At
ments for political advertising.
the Iraqi _president's- urging. the a, Turkey and the ousted Kuwaitis.
Sessions was interviewed on the
Several legislators and members
Aar.*
.legislature voted in August to
NBC
"Today"
'show
and
urged
of
the governor's Cabinet :lave
absorb Kuwait and last month
Americans
to
call
police
or
the
FBI
worked
out a two-page solution. It •
approved the release all foreign
to
report
actions
which
"arc
suspiessentially
mirrors the federal vote
hostages.
fraud statute. That way there
The assembly has voted to give cious to them or look to be
should not be any questions about
Saddam full authority over the gulf _threatening."
said
Iraqi
President
Sad
Bush
the definitions.
cr
Under the proposed law it would
dam Hussein was "making a treMehdi
speaker
Saadi
Assembly
9910••
that
mendous
mistake"
by
insisting
be
illegal to make an "expenditure •
Saleh called Saddam "the knight
relinquishing
to
any person, either to vote or
has
no
intention
of
he
%turf-ay Polite I. apt. Ray id Smith helped capture these two Pintos around 4 a.m. this morning near the
of the Arab nation" and said the
withhold his vote, or to vote for or
intersection of Ihth and Johnson streets after a one-hour chase. lhe horses are heliesed to haYe escaped
'ration was behind him in his show- Kuwait by Tuesday's deadling.
against any candidate." It also
Bush was also meeting this afterfrom the 11iswell Road area of town hut the owner of the horses is still undetermined. Smith was assisted
down with "U.S. imperialism,
would make it illegal for anyone to
noon with Japanese Foreign Minisby officer Which Jones. ‘nirnal Control ()triter Susie Perry and ,11est Kentucky Lisestock Show and
Zionism and Arab stooges.
Taro
ter
Nakayama.
accept
the expenditure.
Ftpositnin l'enter supers isor iiirT1% Rudolph who supplied a trailer for the horses. They are turrently
-We declare here and now that
to
SaturThe
bill
defines expenditure as
In
the
debate
that
led
bring kept at the F.spo ( enter. 'tdents with information about the horses are urged to tall the polite
'At.• are ready to sacrifice everything
depart men t.
:or the cause of Palestine. Palestine day's passage of congressional 'a gift, subscription, loan, advance
or payment of money or anything
,hould he liberated and rights of resolutions authorizing force to
drive Iraq from Kuwait, many lawof value intended as consideration
Palestinians restored,' he said.
for a vote.''
"A last-minute initiative is now makers criticized as inadequate the
Germany
The measure _also requires eandi
contributions
that
Japan.
1.p to the Americans because they
dates to report all payments to peoand some other allies have made to
.17.: :he ones now raising the slogan
ple for transporting voters to the
the U.S.-led effort in the gulf.
Saddam Said Sunday.
polls. Those payments would have
A
few
dozen
antiwar
demonstraAfter meeting with Mitterrand,
to be made by check and listed
Pt..rez de Cuellar said: "The hope tors marched outside the White
with the Registry. of Elution
I had is already gone. I'm a House on Sunday.
Finance.
.tt‘lienat hut as you can see I'm
Bush, asked his response to pleas
There have been problems in
By DEBORAH SEWARD
from citizens not to go to war, bold
to he honest and direct.AsscP•eaS
's•
.N. chief also met with reporters, "I think that matter was Kentucky with campaigns paying...
.
M.nister Jacques Poos of resolved when the Congress large sums to workers ostensibly to 1
1...‘ts:tthourg. which holds the acted." The Senate voted 52-47 transport voters hut really to buy
votes.
otitting presidency of the European and the House 250-183 to authorize
If state Agriculture CommissionCommunity.. hefore leaving for the use of force.
er
Ward "lidtelf.'• aurnette: &les
tic:U - York to report to the Security
we
what
we've
got
to
do
"I say
have to do. And the Congress has not resign, he faces impeachment
by the legislature at this session.
Poi. said "there is still a chance affirmed that position," the presiBurnette .was convicted of -theft
said.
dent
peace,'. hut it is diminishing
last
year in Franklin Circuit Court
Bush said it is unclear what Sad Tinute by minute.''
for
putting,
a secretary on,the state
Po-os met later today to Brussels dam would do as the U.N.-imposed
payroll before she started work.
leader
Iraqi
nears.
The
deadline
tttt: other European CommuniThe conviction was upheld h the
pledged in a radio address to hold
!tit:L.:en ministers. Sources said
Kentucky Supreme Court.
ministers decided against fast to "the 19th province," as he
But Burnette has asked for a new
Kuwait.
callsanother peace initiative
trial in the lower court, saying he
art,1 ,er.ding envoys to Baghdad to
Joseph Wilson, the top diplomat has new:
evidence. He said he had
The -^ s
!tic try tt, ,:rt war.
at the U.S. Embassy in Baghdad,
no immediate plans to resign and
'
In P. - today, there werereports returned to Washington on Sunday
that he welcomed "a full trial" by
Predi2nt Chadli Bendiedid of night, expressing "a real personal
the legislature.
AAtria was about to leave on a disappointment" in the failure of
_Under.impeachenent proceedings,
11/41,dd'e East peace mission. Diplo- last week's U.S.-Iraqi talks in
the House would act as 'a grand
rhtia sources said it was rumored
Geneva to produce a breakthrough.
Secretary of State lames A. Bak- jury and decide whether Burnette
cdtd might go to Iraq or
wrongdo_
er Ill met with officials in Ankara, should be charged with
ing. The Senate would try him.
Turkey, meantime, and reportedly
There is no guarantee that the
ha, suggested a peaceful discussed use of an air base near
Senate would allow Burnette to
in, the gulf could be the Iraqi border in case of war.
have the full trial he wants. It is
: a MiddleJj4st peace conHe later flew to a British air base possible that the Senate would
tilat addresses the Palesti..mands for an independent north of London, to confer with accept evidence that Burnette was
Mornings Are Fun
British Prime Minister John Major. convicted of a felony and then t ote
Israeti-occupied land.
.- .Baker said "the international coali- on that basis.
and other European
2 i..••
The -Senate sets its own rules.,
..thar anti-Iraq _coalition tion is well-prepared politically:.
Saddam to save face economically and bilaterally for and there is no appeal.
Only one other person in Kenwithdrawal any eventuality as we move toward
6-9 a.m.
tucky
history has been impeached
midnight
Jan.
15."
With _a4eace conferAfter an eight-day diplomatic and convicted -That was
fil.sh has rejected such
Gary Powley & Chuck
Tate in 1888. He was state
journey across Europe and the
Shuffett
treasurer
until he disappeared wittiMiddle
East,
Baker
was
making
a
PC72/
Cuellar said he did not
9-11 a.m.
.t. :he issue of a Middle East final stop today in Ottawa, Canada, S250.000 from the state treasury.
Lon Sosh
to see Prime Minister Brian Mulroin hi, talks with
ney before returning to Kentucky State
Good Time Show
Washington.
I.

Kremlin-backed council seeks to enforce
emergency regulations in Lithuania today

Vf:VBS *1340

Youth killed. one
seriously hurt aiiti2-vchicic

Nanny...
(Cont d from page 1)
m e I y•
ottc or twice
there," he said.
ser‘d with the 1st
Divi,:on. 27th Armored
af tar training at Fort
Ile w;::: wounded in both
Apr:1.Y T947:by a German
shell while hunting for
7:an
legelS for U.S. guns in
He spent 26 months in the
•

AL:r.:

(rat: thihg that hasn't changed
• i:d.cs, ittiwever,. is the hardfamily and friends
a war
.. We knew the danger when we
le!: ...hi: said "We knew what we
7L7 f"". ' . -;ut we knew it had

Read the
want ads daily

No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6. Sun. 1-5

- r
f

Americans,
may have forgotten what war
to remain grateful if con _Lin be
its an awful rough way to
se•tli: a 'political dispute but if we
to fight. I'd rather it be over
••• than herc

Turkish President Turgat Ozal,
interviewed on ABC. said the
action . by Congress had increased
"the chance for a peaceful
solution."
House Speaker Thomas Foley,
who opposed Bush on the force
resolution, said Sunday that "we
face a very, very real prospect of
war."-

Firemen respond.
to alarm, help
unlock vehicle
- The Murray Fire Department
responded to an alarm activation at
West View Nursing Home Saturday around 1:27 p.m., according to
a department spokesperson.
No fire was found, according to
reports.
Firemen also assisted Saturday
with the removal of a child which
had been accidently locked inside
an automobile at the Wal-Mart
parking lot.
Firemen used ;‘. tool to open the
car's door, according to a
spokesperson.

Police submits
arrest report
Troopers iron) the Kentu,: .s •
State Police Post I in Mayi:cid
opened a total of 58 criminal eases
in the eleven warern-rnost counties
of the state during the week of Jan.
6-12, according to a report from
the KSP.
Officers answered a total of 168
complaint • calls,f making-19.cziani.,
nal arrests, according to the report.
Officers also worked 17 auto accidents, -none involving a fatality,
and arrested 28 DUI suspects,
police said.

United Way

it brings out the best
in all of us;"

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Los.%_.
6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Have we got a
Ddly
Caoin
&,staairant 12th & Sycamore deal for you...

OPEN EVERY DAY

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE

To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thry Feb. 11.
753-8080

Pvt Party Room Available
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Council says reform not enough
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Just
how' far Kentucky's historic
education-reform legislation has
gone was debated by the very
group whose lawsuit led to the law.
The answer seemed to be: not far
enough.
A Kentucky Supreme Court
decision in favor of the Council for
Better Education's challenge of
school-funding inequalities mandated education reform, which was
passed last spring. The group originally consisted of 66 mostly
property-poor districts.
At a meeting Friday, school
superintendents in the council,
which consists of some 90 school
districts, wondered whether the
new financing system is giving
schools more equitable funding,
after all.
Council members warned that
they may sue again if there isn't
better redistribution of money, but
their president, Dayton Superinterrdent Jack Moreland, said a decision

Liii.,:dents have ...
\larch
:o subinn an applic,H
tor the s4,500 Jesse Stuart l'ello\A
ship to lie awarded by Murr.,s
t:r.;‘,.,7,:\ for the 1991-():
year_
Dr. Robert
McGa„,,
chairman of the-selection corn::.
said app1ications must be his:
.ear graduate students in the fall o'
1991 in one of three programs
communications. education or
mannies.
He added that the recipient
ticIcho•wsiiy. 'which also inc.,.
th .

Richest Richest
10%

Richest

Poorest
20'..

' Ga.igticv
•,c_ec on comnime,..
Dr. Janice Hooks, Dr. 'I lia be
Aridersiin, Dr. Keith Heim, Dr. Jerry Herndon and Dr.fligli
It

Applications or requests tor
more information may be sent to
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey, Chairman, Jesse Stuart Fellowship Committee, Department of Journalism
•and Radio-Television, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,- 42071,
telephone (5(12) 762-2387.
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recycled newsprint.
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who died in

Air-cured season
nearly over, fire
cured sale dates
announced locally
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & T,mas Staff Writs.

WM; the season for dark aircured
nearly
ad,. sales Lasted only minutes at
nn Gri)iwers Loose Leaf Floor and
Toh.,L co Warehouse in Mut-,
TA) th7107:1;ng.

Kentucky
May f ield
linal eases
;I counties
!ek of Jan-.
port from

Only one more dark air-cured
sale Will he held alter a fire-cured
sale at the beginning of February.
--Clark said that the exact--datc of-this "clean-up safe" -will he
announced later this month.

tal of 168
.19.
the report.
auto accia fatality,
suspects,

Therc will be between 25,000
POW.If4,.9t..
cured tobacco sold at the clean-up
sale. Clark estimated.
-The fire-cured sales season will
begin at 9 a.m. on Jan. 23 in Mayfield, and at 9 a.m. on Jan. 24 in
7-Murray. •
Sales will begin in Murray on
4an-,--24— i---(-4444
- -Leaf
Floor in Murray and will continue
later that morning at Farris Tobacco Warehouse.
Sales for fire-cured tobacco will
continue each Tuesday and Thursday in Murray, and Monday and
Wednesday in Mayfield.
Clark cautioned tobacco producers to keep their fire-cured tobacco
dry.
"We know the weather is working against them, but they do not
need to put the tobacco in the
bundle wet," he said. "Some of the
tobacco companies have -tilted to
me and said they'll* be looking
closely at this tobacco, and it's
going to hurt the price if it's wet."
Clark anticipated that the firecured crop will be very good this
year. He said that companies have
indicated that the quality of the
tobacco and the poundage per acre
is going to be very good.

PIE

Changes in Federal Excise Taxes
as a Percentage of Income

third

;tate
ruts
rt

g a
•••

ti think we have to keep up the
pressure," Moreland said. "To
have a mechanism in place and not
fully, fund that mechanism is actually,.4o better than we were" when
the council members .banded
together in 1985, he said.
Moreland named a three-member
panel that will try to discover how
to achieve equity in school fundOldham County
ing. The three
Superintendent Robert Arvin,
Pendleton County Superintendem

FASTFACTS

Clifford Wallace and Jessamine
County school finance director Pete
Roysc -- will report to the group
in mid -February.
The council will also try to
determine much money is needed
to provide children, with an adequate" education, required try the
state Supreme Court, Moreland
said.
If the supplemental funding plan,
known as Tier I, is fully funded,
'.'then you have achieved a substantial measure of equity,' said
Jim Melton, former head of snhool
finance for the state Department of
Education. ''But equity without
adequacy isn't worth a damn."
Moreland said the council reali/es that "a lot of good things" are
coming from education reform and
is "not being totally critical" of its
funding system.
"But 1 do think that the legislature needs to know that this is a
viable organi/ation, and we're
going to continue to monitor what
they're doing," he said.

Jesse Stuart Fellowship available

Sales commued later this morning in Mayfield. Will Ed Clark,
general manager of Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers AssociaLon, estimated that about 20,000
pounds of tobacco were- sold-todayin Murray and about 90,000 pounds
were sold in Mayfield.

e best

on a laWsuit was still a long way
off.
The main complaints Friday
were about a supplemental-funding
plan and the legislature's-failure to
fully' fund it.
Under .ttie new school. financing
system. districts setting higher than
a required minimum tax get more
state money. with the poorest districts getting the most. But the
Gencial Assembly allotted less
than half„the state matching money
needed.

You know when you're looking for great taste at a low price, you don't
have to look any further than Doral. That's why we're America's favorite
value brand. So put your money where the value is, with Doral.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.
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PERSPECTIVE
Democracy worship,
the new idolatry
tion of democracy is a development
worthy of our concern."
The American press is infatuated
to the point of intoxication with
"democracy." But do we really
.. believe our own propaganda?
By Patrick J.
In a recent editorial. The Wall
Street
Journal deplored the ruin
Buchanan
.nto which its elected mayor had
_driven_ Philadelphia: and contrasted
:that the Philadelphia story with that of
aka • s
.12
•
ed • the Lost GereratI0f1,•derno--. a -small-town economic czar:
"In 1986, Ecorse, Mich., a
_racy, as ideal form of government.
working-class community of
.panaeea tor mankind's tits,. hope of
11,000 near Detroit. was $6 million
the world. may prove the Golden
in debt and in violation of court
Calf of this genetation.
Dafllasionment with the newest orders to balance its budget. A
judge placed Ecorse in receiver.aol is already set:; g in.
In the U.S.S R.. the ills attendant ship, and gave Louis Schimmel, a
all- modern def7:0: t es — municipal--bond expert, i de ranging powers to ann up the
aaatraa.. auna.p.ant. s Jae..
position - haye arr.yed, without, city, unhindered by the politicians
"Today, the deficit has disapas act. its mater.a essings. In the
Soviet republias. demoeraca is seen
peared, a a.model city has bee'
a, a naltwaa house to the greater
created and this year Ecorse was
-:eralior and nationhood. turned back to local control M7
sensina the souring
Schimmel's methods 'To prova:---oct. is shift:ng has base away
fie just about everything.' he saas
- :he alasnoa: reformers to the
In four years. he held the !Inc on
,as: orda taxes. cut the municipal work force
71,11UnISITI s almost in half and hired private
in E.
,,
:ass:71a 1,11/4
old ethnic firms to handle most sera iae,
_.aarrel's B,..
• • a of "Stalin - Excluding police, fire and elected
:n.saores wit officials, there are now onla 18 ai:a
,
...rAN R..7.Ta!".:271S, Vdth employees
.7c Ceatasesaas ae.id. wish to put
But if 'quasi-dictatorial - rule- ;s
Haaaarains
Transalvania good for Ecorse, why not for New
these York.' If granting men "wideare ranging powers. .unhindered by the
a. aatasions are made. politic:ars,- is the way out of fisaa.
In 1..1;r; America. :he common crisis, why not try it at the ledera
a- democracies is level •Have s elected "politicians'.
:ataa taf.r..o: resist the clamor become an impediment to. pot:
-Met-haw:la andlinq wilizOt pay govetrunene-Mhat dOin,ttrv 1i-tc
their bills. The 'great exception .
about our democracy'
Gen. Pir.ochet.s
"Democracy, in and of i:el!.
In Algeria. Tunisia, Yemen and
writes Schnitzier. is "a valaeleaa
,rdan. elections are advancing form of, government. It does no:
fundamentalists whose imply, suggest or impart morti,
to impose Isfarnic law on ethical: or religious aalues, bless
ne masses who vote :hem power.. tri_gs, or benefits. It merely prot)oses
aDemocracy". is seen as the means a --political' process...whereba the
.
society. actual feelings and demands of the
slerta eyes. majority can be determaned and
•
aawning that satisfied, right or wrong,"
as pa: down their
T.S. Eliot agreed: "The tern:
a
'democracy •... does not contain
historaa
enough positive content to stand
:
- in the alone against the forces yo..
zaat :a a a ea,. repaaate;

FROM PAT'S
VIEWPOINT

Miih `rray Ledger & Times

Big Bang theory explodes
The Big Bang theory, which
holds that the origin of the universe
was a mass the size of a single
atom that exploded and scatteret!
matter throughout the cosmos, has
been declared invalid.
The Infared Astronomical Said
lite has revealed that the -universe
is lull of superstructures and companion supervoids that appear far
too vast to have been formed since
the Bag Bang.
Many 64;1enilit and .sulbook.
have taught the Big Bang theory as
fact for decades- - 'Those who
inquired after other possihle origins
of the universe, including the
theory that a God migna_have
created it all, often have been
denounced and their ideas expelled
by court order on grounds that they
are not "scientific "
Yet inuch of modern science has
been far more poilucal. than scientific. Even before the Big, Bang
theory, numerous other theories
were touted as truth and imposed
as doctrine in shools and on the
public consciousness_ From
Ptolemy. who Lught that the Earth
was the center of the Ln:verse, to
more modern theories, including
some held by Albert F.,ns:Lrin, science has frequently been eclipsed
by forces that were anything but
"Politically aorret: st.enac- has
often taken a roaa aestribed ba
Joel Greenberg. the science and
;he Los
medicine cd:: • :

CAL'S
THOUGHTS

Scientific American magatine solely because of his belief that*God
created the heavens and the Earth.
This despite his superb qualifications and background as a science

"

By Cal
Thomas

Arageles I Imes._ In 1917,..wriies
Garee-ribera,. licast-cin .intrOduced
.thecoastant as a mathematical term
in an equation that applied his general relativity theory to the universe. The idea got' him out of a
sticky problem. At the time, he and
others believed the universe was
static, neither.. expanding nor contracting. But .his relativity theory
would not produce that result. So
Einstein added the cosmological
constant to made the equation fit
with his belief."
Too much modern science is like
that. I begins with the premise that
there is no God, or, if there is, science cannot prove His existence
(an indictment of science, not of
God.) and 'moves on from there.. In
fact. in many cases modern science
has become a religion of its own,
requiring submission to a predetermined- orthodoxy without which a
"heretic" might be denied research
grants or even a job.
Forrest M:ms III claims to have
been denied a writing position at

Mims says,"The small community of scientists who still studies
lightning cannot agree on how
electrical charges arc generated in
a cloud in such a manner as to
cause the bolts they study. Insect
paleontologists are totally frustrated by the complete lack of any
fossil creature that links the insect
to anything else. If these scientists
cannot answer seemingly routine
questions about lightning and evolution, how can we expect other
scientists to give us sound answers
about the origin of the entire
universe?"
The press is somewhat to blame
for the confusion. We tend to treat
every pronouncement from sceinfists as fact, from the danger of
acid rain to Alar as a potentially
poisonous pesticide on apples. But
too much of modern science has
moved from postulating logical
theories based on observable facts
to a dogmatic "scientism" which
claims that only what can be
known by science or quantified and
tested empirically is true and
rational. The statement is - selfrefuting. As philosopher J.P. Moreland has written, "The statement is
not a statement of science, but a
second-order philosophical state-

YOU FIRE
DOgT SEE'TIL
"ThElg NAH

'

cla

.
-

rat aa.' George
7.LN,iok
. aoaita noa. define
there no agreed definition.
the attempt to make one is
from al; sides...Words of
ain,a arc often used in a dis-

•

hails democracy' In
practice. most men
belicae there are things higher in
lac order of yalae that how their
ra.ers ara, tneaer, Among them.
.
.
.a and faith
.astors who
',X;4,e1,4;44,14a4--not-:ae.r _sada:ion superior
,and nere. but that
native Amencans
a _•_
nj
aorth listening to
:71:!‘

neralded news
• aemloaraaa as if it were
arnahal entry of Christ.F A Ktrii:LiCr in "The
taaor. of Democracy' 1r, Jana s Cna.aealon Report "F-or the
gena.ne freedoms
:narik`al, bat when
any poiaacal system
a _a :ne /ea; and idrntra: a:one. Christians
•
7.•
i‘.771,1

vIv

Indeed. now defend our rnunia.pal democracies when bit, 'cita
maaaors everywhere lack the back hone to resist union demands and
an underclass that insists the power
to tax be used to dispossess the
propertied -tiass? As our ancestors
once fled English kings. artnar.
princes and Russian caars, mlons
today flee the cities of the republic
-for the sanctuary of the suburbs.:
Of IBM. the Marine Corps. the
Redskins and the D.C. government.
only ,leaders of the last are chosen
Jaat.-aualocaa aptuaed
Onia_ the__ _
last is run on democratic. not ;Iuto.
Vt ;I:j
cratic. principles Yet. 16
7 •choose the last as the superior
institution? Anyone who grew' ua.
in D.C.. when there was no right a
vote. and no cita government. can
empathize with the Congolese
peasant who begged the Belgian
diplomat to ask tne king if he
would be willing to take them
back
The cure for tne if la' of democracy is more democracy. said A
Smith The Happy Warrior -had
wrong. If the people are corrupt,
the more democracy. the worse the

Today In History
..!

Jan 14. the i4th day of 1991 There are 351 days
..a.1 in History:
.:-.e Lniaed .States ratified the peace treaty with biginc Revolutionary War.

the first constitution of Connecticut -- known as the "FandaGrders'•
— was adopted at a meeting in Hartford.
mcaaa:
• -42. English astronomer Eamond Halley. who observed the comet
A bears his name, died at the age of 85.
the Rev, Charles L. Dodgson — better known as author Lewis
•
i
.ess than two weeks before his 66th birthday.
:resldent Carter bade farewell to the nation in a nation. :7,,!SS in which he wished his successor. Ronald Reagan.
..._ess and Godspeed.- The Federal Communications Commission
. acaera: major regulations for radio stations. including specific maxi77,7T ,,rnits on commercials and minimum percentage requirements for
ne A s and public affairs programming.
years ago: Vinicio Cerezo was inaugurated as Guatemala's first
ciaaltan president in 16 years in a ceremony attended by U.S. Vice Pres': -a George Bash.
One year ago: The Denver Broncos and the San Francisco 49ers earned
a trip to the Super Bowl by winning the American and National Football
Conference championships.
"Today's Birthdays: Movie producer -Hal Roach is 99. CBS commentator
Andy Rooney is 72. former CBS newsman George Herman is 71. Actorauthor Tom Tryon is 65. Civil rights activist Julian Bond is 51. Actress,
Faye Dunaway is 50. Actor Jason Bioaan is 22.
Thought for Today: "Dignity is like a perfume; those who use it are
scarcety conscious of it." — Queen Christina of Sweden (1626-1689).

ment about science. The statement
cannot he tested empirically tor)
quantified..."
Modern science exhibits- the
most extreme hubris when.at claims
that only discoveries made in our
age are worthy of consideration. I
encountered . this attitude un
recent broadcast of CNN's "Crossfire." Dr. Eugenie Scott. executive
director of the National Center for
Science Education, dismissed the•
views. of. such scientific giants as.
Descartes, Pascal- :and Ncwiiin. 1411
of whOm believed that God created
the universe and their task 11 ,1N
merely to observe and explain fis
handiwork) as not truly "modern
We certainly have a right to
citiestion the wisdom of "modern"
science as the Big Bang theory has
gone bust. Maybe scientists should
eat a little, humble pie and consider
what God is recorded to have sa!d
to Job: "Where were you when I
laid the foundations of the Earth
you
Declare if
base
understanding."
As Robert Oldershaw writes in
the Dec. 22/29 issue of -1 he Ne.A
Scientist: "Theoretical phy
are flouting the scientific inetilid
They are developing hypothese,
that cannot be tested and ignoring
experimental data that ,..0:];r.1,11,:
their ideas.- That's not science It
on onL!.
is ,propaganda.
benefit from this will he the te
tbook publishers who now have a
lot of rewriting and reselling to
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LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten 'ears ago
Jerry (Cowboy) Edwards was
presented a plaque for his outstanding service as a volunteer firefighter for over nine years with Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad.
Dr, Jerrell White is pastor of
Memorial Baptist Church,

a meeting of
Society of
Christian service al First United
Methodist Church.

'Thirty jears ago
Members! Of Callow-ay- County
Homemakers Clubs.met Jan. 11 at
.Murray-Calloway County Library
to paint some furnishings for the
Kentucky Department of Trans- library. Included Were Mrs. Glen S.
portation has approved a Kelso of East Flaael Club, Mrs.
511,459,57 grant for Murray- Olin Moore of South Murray Club,
Calloway County Airport, accord- Mrs. John Workman of North Muring to State Representative Freed ray Club, Mrs. Curtice Cook of
Curd.
New Concord Club, and Mrs. Ben__
Trevathan oT-Town and Country
In high school basketball games,
Club.
Murray High beat Fulton County
and Hickman County beat CalloCalloway County Judge Waylon
way County' High. High team scor- Rayburn talked about "Juvenile
ers were Todd Bradshaw for Mur- Delinquency" at: a meeting of Sigray. Sinuno for Fulton, Dixon for ma Department of Murray
Hickman and Dan Key for Woman's Club.
Calloway('
kW. Simmons of New Providence community celebrated his
Twenty years ago
89th birthday on Dec. 30.
William E. Moffett of Murray
was elected as Oriental Guide of
Forty years ago
Rizpah Temple at Madisonville at
A book, Goeth on Human Creaelection of officers on Jan. 7.
tiveness, edited by Dr. Rolf E.P.
King, professor of German at MurJimmy Sullivan, golf pro and ray State College, was released
manager of Calloway County recently.
Country Club. is pictured being
Bob Miles of Murray has been
congratulated by Murray State University President Harry NI. Sparks elected president of Aggie Club at
Midwestern University, Wichita
on completing a special 8-week
course in effective supervision at. Falls, Texas.
MSU.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and MIS. Steve Duncan will
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Adkinson,
be married feor 50 years on Jan.
Jan. 4. .
20.
Miss Ivis Cole and Otis Dale
Miss Roberta Whitnah presented
Cohoon Wre married Jan. 6 by the
a program on "Risk and Reality" at
Rev. Leonard Cote at his home.
6
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Arts festival sponsored by MSU
"A Scott Festival: Sir Walter
Scott in Art and Literature" will
include three evenings of events at
Murray State University on Jan.
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All lestival activities are open to
the public at no admission charge.
Funded in part by a grant from
the Kentucky Humanities Council,
"A Scott Festival" has been
planned in conjunction with an
exhibition of woven wan panels by
Philis Alvic based on Scott's long
romantic poem titled "Lady or the
-Lake." Her show will hu in the
Wrather 'West Kentucky Museum
Jan. I I -March 2.
Sponsors of the festival are the
Calloway Ceruniv Public Library,
Ott • Wrather- -West Ken-ttick y
Milscain . and the Department of
English at Murray State.

-If you trap the moment before its
ripe.
The tears of repentance you'll
certainly wipe:
But if once you let the ripe moment
go,
Ibu can never wipe off the tears of
woe
- William Blake_

lude a boy to
in Adkinson,

ind Otis Dale
Jan. 6 by the
at his home.

By Abigail Van Buren
"incrt.dibly stupid answer" just
%CV irony faithlurreaders wuri•
paying attention; neither was I
typing with my t'es or mind,
closed. III %as just one of my
rare, puritanical, hol ier-t hanthou day S.
But, if it will make you feel
any. better. you weren't the oril
faithful reader who let me have
it — pow. right in the kisser'.
Tha nks. Atlant a, I neededi hat
t • / k• • p
h

ROTC begins leadership
lab in military instruction,
public encouraged to attend
itary students in .basic military skills
on drills and ceremonies; nuclear,
biological and chemical defense; formations; land navigation/map reading; and squad and infantry tactics.
"The laboratory is geared for us to
evaluate our cadets," Captain Daniel
W. Frisk, training officer, said. "We
use it to put our cadets in leadership
positions. Every student corolla:1 in a
military science class is required to
participate in the laboratory."
The public is invited to attend the
laboratory.

The Murray State University
ROTC Department will begin a military leadership laboratory on Jan. 17
and will continue on every Thursday
throughout the spring semester from
3:30 to 5 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.
The laboratory will instruct mile

BOBBY WOLFF

The bidding
North
Pass
4•

East
Pass
Pass

South
2 4*
Pass

West
Dbl.
Pass

Disorders clinic
of ered by MSU

*weak two-bid
Opening lead Heart king
LEAD WITH THE ACES

EAST
K
•Q 10 9 2
•9 5 2
4 10 7 5 3 2
SOUTH
•Q J 10 4 3 2
•7 4
•7 6 3
4A Q

•8 73
•K Q 5
•9 8 7 6 4
•9 2
East
1 NT

South
l'ass

West
3 NT

North
All pass

ANSWER: Heart king. Best chance
for a plus score is to find partner
with a heart suit and an entry or
two. Your diamonds are too weak to
offer any serious hopes.
serig bridge questions to The Aces, 14) Box
12363 fiallas Texas 75225 with self-addressed
stamped envelope for rept",
f .psrighf 1991 1 fufrd Fratur.• S,ndi, et.
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SPECIAL NEEDS
PROGRAM

ADOPTION
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South bolds

:ray has been
kggie Club at
ity, Wichita

New Provi!lebrated his
c. 30.

Haunting Tale of Horror

Dickerson, Patricia Dikin, Glenda leman, Kathy Musser, Robert NewDuke, Roy Dunaway, Tonya Ed- comb,Shelia Newsome,Craig Olsen.
f
I
I
wards, David Elliott, Laura Ferguson, Rachel Olsen, Kellye Olson, Julia
George Fichter, Elizabeth Fielder, Outland, Charles Palmer, Shannon
MAU HUHTINa: BEAWI:
Herbert Frederick, Jamie Futrell, Parker, Vicki Parker, David Potts, heart is hurting, too, but this
Penny Futrell, Michelle Gantt, Jen- Kelley Powell, Ashley Poyner, Brett "animal" anti his equally guilty
nifer Gcurin, Joanna Gibs, Karen Proctor, Tracy Purcell, Lee Rayburn, wife were probably given the .
stiffest sentences allow ed by law,
Gradie, Thomas Gradisher, Rodney Andy Rickman, Dana Riddle, Ray which doesn't say much for Mil'
Graf, Jerry Green, Dawn Greer, Tra- Roberts, Denecia Rogers. Jonathan judicial system.
cey Grooms, Sheri Gupton, Christi Rose,Sherri Rule,Stephen Sammons.
These people deserve to he
Hale, Bethany Hall, Dana Hanna, Cheryl Satterwhite, Robert Satter- locked Up in a maximum SeCUJoseph Hargrove, Valerie Hatton,Ste- white, Marty Scarbrough, Lori Sheri- rity prison for the rest of tilt it
phanie Hays, Douglas Helmich, Eli- dan,Scott Shultz,Jay Simmons, Mary lives With absolutely no chance
zabeth Henninger, Kimberly Higgins, Simmons, Amanda Sims. Debra Stin- for parole.
Pamela Hill, Darrell Hopkins, Angela nett, Teresa SIMI+, Affilee Swift,Huff, Laura Jackson, Richard Jobs, Kenneth Thurmond, Stephanie TidAngela Johnson, Jennifer Johnson, well, Debra Toth, Jeanne Underhill.
\
1 11111,
DEAR \BM
, I.
Laura Jones, Rhoda Jones, Rodney Christi Walker, Lori Webb, June ..11 I H111(1 1:1,111.
,r.
,in 111111iihk
Jones, Deborah Key, Martha Key, West, Allen Williams. Twilla WilAf. 1 1/111 1.111 1111,1 1 •
if,
Tina Lane, Casandra Linn, Lenora liams, Josephinet Williamson and Lori i•1 1.4..1•1"f• .11114 ,11 11.111
1,1
Lockhart, Kimberley Lough, Ryan- Yarbrough.
\ 4,11 1\ )l toss oh
A total of 1,364 undergraduate
Malone, Linda Maynard, Cary
10-tqf 1 li.tt
'I ii reterrirign ,
McClure, Bobby McCuiston, Robyn students with grade point averages I" -'
Ili -On the Fence "t he II,
Aided 1i; -(11-111%;if
Meador, Jeffrey Miller, Richard ranging from 3.30 to a perfect 4.00 are
of herliride,iii,iid-•.\
Mitchell, Tisha Morris, Jacob Much- included on the Dean's List.
iii tH.-ttivrtistki-wilit a Ittal 0:11 1

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

WEST
•A
•A K J 8
•J 10 8 4
4K J 8 4

udge W.aylon
ut "Juvenile
'cling of Sigof Murray

Daughters Is

Present:oh
Jan ;s
focused
• Scott and Artconcli.Je the :esti\al beginning .t
7:10 p in in Wrather Museum fr.
Donald
Lurator of
ghi Museum of Art in Athens
delicer the featured address on his
the viewer approaches works of art
such as the "Lady of the Lake"
exhibition. Michael Cohen will
review art inspired by literature.
and Ms. Alvic will explain her
.choice of "Lady of the Lake" and
Jan. 17
'lvin!riLh w ill he the methods used to interpret the
shown at 7:.0,1 p.m. in the Cum, poem. •
Center theatre as Oh: first film in
the Cinema International series.
Anyone who would like addiHelen Roulston will introduce the tional information about the festimovie,-which -,,tars- Robotval or the-Alvic ex-Mbition may call
Elizabeth Taylor and Joan Fon- the Wrather West Kentucky
taine, and lead an audience discusMuseum at (502) 762-4771.

le"

ago
Human Crea)r. Rolf E.P.
rman at Murw as released

ago
way County
et Jan. 11 at
inty Library
lings for the
Mrs. Glen S.
Club, Mrs.
slurray Club,
I North Murcc Cook of
Ind Mrs. Ben
and Country

Festival events scheduled are.
- - Jan. 16
A panel discip.slit for English scholars of Scott's
novels and poetry at 7:10 p.m. in
the Wrather Museum auditorium
Panelists John Murphy. Cell Peter
son, Margaret Vaughn and Betty
White will also analy/c his influence on (etc!' writer; A slide/hip,:
presentation'ot Ms. Aivic • s 55 /14;,Iv
ings w :11 also he shown, \kith
appropriate' passages read from
"Lady (it the Like

Calloway Co. students earn Dean's List merit

"Aces were meant to capture an
opponent's king, not mine," groused
an irate East. He changed his tune
when he later discovered that partner had made a farsighted play.
West led his heart king and continued with his ace after East encouraged. But before leading a third
heart, West cashed his trump ace to
fell East's king. Did East have reason for his sarcastic comment?
Let's review what would probably
have happened had West not cashed
his ace of trumps.
South would have ruffed the third
heart and cashed -three rounds of diamonds before playing the first
round of trumps. West would win,
but he would be sorry. With no safe
exit, he would have to concede a
ruff and discard or a free club finesse. Either way South would have
his game-going trick, _
West knew what he was doing
when he cashed his trump ace.
There was no damage he could do to
his side (South's weak two-bid
marked East with only one trump),
and it was imperative for West to
make sure that he didn't win the
lead when only declarer could
benefit.
Moral' If one must make sarcastic comments, it's better to have
some firm ground underfoot.
1-14-A
NORTH
•9 8 7 6 5
•65 3
•AKQ
49 6

s Soch:tv of
First United

Man's Rape of
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Twenty-seven students from Calloway County have earned recognition
on the Murray State University Dean's
List with a perfct scholastic standing
for the 1990 fall semester, according
to records from the data processing
office.
They are Charles Adams, Todd
Bohannon, Vicki Carpenter, Maylene
Chu, George Friebel, Sheila Frisk,
Kimberly Greer, Krysta Harrell, Rejina Harrell, Mark Henderson, Victoria Herndon, Elizabeth Landini,
Edward Langcndorfer, Candace Latimer, John McDougal, Mark Miller,
Natascha Parrish, Laura Price, Emily
Robco,Catherine Robinson, Dianna
Robinlon, Monica Satterwhite, Isaac
Schroeder, James Stahler, Chad Stubblefield, Nancy Tabers and Bethany
Thompson
Also on the Dean's List from
Calloway County are William
Adams, Jay Allbritten, Mark Arneson, Mark Amen Kerie Atkins, Carol
„Bailey,. . Gregory Bailey..-. Angela
Balentine, Lance Balomer,,William
Baltz, Rhonda Barren, Todd Bartlett,
Eric Baugher, Nicole Bazzell, Richard Bazzell, Scott Bazzell, Bryan
Belile, Angela Bell, David Billington,
Timothy Black, Mona Blankenship,
Christina Boehmer, Martin Boyd,
William Brown, Denise Bumphis,
Diana Burk, Connie Chan, Christopher Clark, Michelle Clayton, Trevor Coleman, Karen Coles, Steven
Combs, Eddie Cook, Sheila Cooper,
Cynthia Cripps, Deborah Cunningham, Valerie Curd, Reshana Darnell,
Pamela Dawes, Judy Denton, Larry
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DEAR ATLANTA: To answer
your question. I didn't give an

The May State University Division of Lcahig and Developmental
Disorders will sponsOt a basic skills
remediation clinic from Feb. 6
through April 24. Clinic sessions will
be held on Mondays and Wednesdays
in the Special Education Building at
Murray State from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m.
The clinic is designed for students
receiving special education services
or students experiencing extreme difficulties in school. The clinic is
provided for students enrolled in K12.
Registration is necessary due to the
limited amount of students that can be
accepted. For registration and additional information, 'call 502-7622446.

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance

go*

Hwy. 641 North

Village Shopping Center

759-1505

(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

BRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Nk_

YOUR CHOICE

5 GREAT
DIAMOND 1

BARGAINS

9

Because of the wonderful response from this ad
we will continue this offer thru January.

Cemetery Spaces 1
For The Price of

($20 PER MONTHI

2

Buy one space at the regular price and get 1 FREE
1/4 CARAT'Sam
WATERFALL 11

i4 CARAT* $409
LIGHTNING BOLT

{Small Monthly Payments) (For Preneed Purchases Only
should riot
This message is only for people who care about their loved ones At the time of a death, the remaining ones
made
have to go out and make cemetery arrangements alone Since this is so final and personal the arrangements should be
together and ahead of time
two for one
To help give families the peace of mind of doing this matter together Murray Memorial Gardens is running a
special, buy one space and get one free
the
They also are giving two will forms plus a booklet which helps put together all the information needed by families at
time of a death.
For your family, at least get the information and the gifts. providing you don't own cemetery property No purchase is required. Call 753-2654.

ANNIVERSARY$199
BAND

14 CARAT
CLUSTER

The Diamond

WIDE BAND $499
I
CLUSTER
'..TOTAL WEIGHT OF DIAMONDS

MAIL THIS COUPON TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR SALE PRICES

$499
I

I understand that if we are given the information concerning the two for one special, we will receive 2 will
forms and an invaluable booklet. We do not own cemetery property but understand we are not obligated to
purchase any. Call 753-2654 or mail coupon.
Coupon Good Thru January 31, 1991.

Price Leader'
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TELEPHONE

JEWELERS

Ctiestnui HOW Shopping
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Mail Coupon to. Murray Memorial Gardens, At 2 Box 37-A-1. Murray, KY 42071
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Couple will be •marri('il _for 30 years

Coming community events are listed
‘10.ndp, Jan. 14

N.:

I 0.
Murray
Freshmen
will host
School at

Prepared Ch..:d7,irth Class witl
meet at 7 p.m in ,:du:alon .artit of

Murray-Callossay Count,

High School J.V. and
Boys Basketball Teams
Graves County .High
6 p.m.

• "4:.,..134..Charch.

Gibson and Amby Ross
Mrs Jones. the tormer Inc/
Slyer, is ths,datighter oLthe late
C I \hers and Ella Mae Lindsey
Alsvs 0: McCracken County. She
:orrncis operated Campus Casual

in
Mr Jones is the son of the late
Thomas Sherman Jones and Verna
Lillian Hughes Jones. He retired in
195-I from Jones Iron & Metal Co..
Merit!, which he had operated
here since moving to Murray in
1957.
1 he have two sons, Jackie
Jones and wife. Sandra. Murray,

Shosser tor Conroy and Peel
meet al 'Birdsong ssho los: their home hy
fire will be at.5 p m. in Commum:y
Church
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Classes a: A1
vitv

Bank
.
Girl Se-oa: Cookie Sale Training
and Core rneeting will be at 6:30
p m at Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe

North Caliow as Elementary
hase .1 skating party
6 to 5 p.m a: Circus Skating
Al..rras

jr:I‘i
Jn.

peas.: at South Fulton.
cnn 1 heir attendants were John

Sigma Department of !skrray
Woman's Club Will rneerat -7.•;:-.:'
a: C.:I) house

A :
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Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity Girls Basketball 'learns
%if! pfay at Heath High School

Bingo for Ns aler Valic Volunteer Fire Department 'A be played
a: 6:30 p.m. at Water Valley Com?nun,
-Cerrtrr.
at 6 p.m. at G.,:•
of Christ.

Nlr .:!11/41 Mrs \II,Ion I
() Bo\ 43 1 'Mora\ /141
:heir 51)111 .1 i.!1/411:'1!
:rs
k‘"s,
anniss.s..rs on I nesdas Jan
so
ee lebration

1 uesday, Jan. 15

N1onday, Jan. 14
Girls Varsity Basketball Teams
will play at Fulton County

Parents Anons.roas wiii meet at
6 p.m. For 1711 or;rat . on call
753-0081,

Murray Ledger & Times

lo Burkeen, editor

and Ronald Jones and wife, Emma
Lou. Somerset.
Their grandchildren are Jerry
Wayne Jones and Jennifer Kay
Jones. Their stepgrandchildren are

,

Mrs. Cynthia Camp and ,husband.
'onf'd

pet 11

Mr. anti Mrs. A/Tilton /:. font's
Allen. Murray. and Ms. Melanie
Clark Somerset. Their great-

stepgrandchildren are Misty Camp.
Eric Clark and Crystal Wilson.

Home Defartment hears Golden Girls
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Key Self Help Group v..

haserner.1
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Cnarch Women will rricret as f01.:Wis• Dorothy McKentie at I:30

.s,

a: ,hiarch, Dorothy Moore a:
p rr.. with Margaret lerhane

RIr
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Kindergarten Cop
•-•
•-•

The Golden Girls, top right picture, entertained at the December meeting of Home Department of Murray Woman's Club. They are, seated,
Louise Weatherly. and from left. standing. Dorothy Norris, Eddie Mae Outland and Oneida White. In top lett picture are hostesses, from left,
Elsie Billington. Marelle Andrus and Dolly Loren,. Betty Boston gase the devotion on -Why God Came Down To Earth As Man." Dorothy
Jennings. chairman, presided and welcomed the members and guests including senior citiiens as special insited guests. Pictured in bottom lett
photo are, from left, front row, LaRue Redden. Bobbie Waters, Anna Stahler, second row, Gladys Jarrett. Frances Churchill. Delyghte Humphreys, Margarit Taylor, Loudene Carlile. hidden, Vanda Jean Gibson, Louie Gibson, and standing, Betty Boston. Pictured in bottom right
photo are from left, senior citizens, front row. 1.ackie Foster. Jewel Byrd, Daisy Boyd, Erma Losett. Marie Williams, back row. Herman
Johnson. Janell Willis, aide. and Jackie Jordan. director. The Home Department will meet 1 hursday, Jan. 17, at 1341 p.m. with Margaret
Tresathan as speaker on "Books," and Mary Ge,rtien as desotional speaker. Hostesses will be \Iola Stahler. Dorothy Jennings. Louie Gibson
and Bobbie 11aters.
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Edward
Scissorhands
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weio-what-where Questions
:about your new iity'
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative of s my oto to help
*hose

NOT Without
My Daughter
;

VOL, Yet Over the hurdles of newly

a newcomer
By ltringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
rehabfe business in your new
neighborhood And more Cali

3 Men & A Godfather
Little Lady liPart 3R)
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50
:Kent )our monies • at
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ie. 713 'iii
Open 111:.m In In 3.m
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KIDS EAT

FREE!

'Midnight Train
LOS ANGELES (AP;
Billy
Crystal's comedy special "Midnight Train. to Moscow or. HB()
won four top honors a: the ACE
"Assaf& for cable progamm.
With 25 top honors. HBO on
Sunday night continued its reign as
the No. 1 recipien: of ACE
Awards..
"Midnight Train. to Moscow
won rot best comedy, direction.
writing and makeup a: the 12th
annual awards
James Earl Jones was named
best dramatic series
:or for

American Playv-rights theater
Third and Oak
The Pool — on
the Arts & Entertainment network
and best supporting actor in a
movie or miniseries for Turner

Tf:'f:v.sion's "Heat

to MOSCOW'

Wase.Blair Brown of the - recently
canceled "Days and Nights of

4

Bel-Air Center
't53-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

cian M!, initial suspicion was confirmed by your comments about actiDEAR DR GOTT After a series of vated charcoal and chelation therapy
medical examinations and tests to de- neither of which is indicated for liver
termine the cause of chronic fatigue, disease
First of all toxic liver" is not a di
my daughter was diagnosed with a
toxic liver She's nrver used alcohol _ agnosts Many compounds, such as al
tobacco or drugs so the diagnosis is cohol ana drugs. are toxic 19 the liver
punting Would dietary=activated but -toirtc liver" is a wastebasket di
charcoal help the body detoxify, or agnosis indicating that your- daugh
should she go through chelation thera- ter's doctor is either completely in the
dark or not leveling with you If your
py as her doctor recommends"
DEAR READER The minute I daughter has liver disease, such as
read your daughter s diagnosis of hepatitis. she should be under the care
-toxic liver." I suspected she was not of a gastroenterologist who will de
under the care of a reputable physi- fine the nature of the disease and recommend treatment

DEsIGNS

Announces their
newest member

Jeanette Shaw
Jeanette specializes in complete nail care nail sculpturing, nail tips, nail art, overlays,
wraps and pedicures.
Caltfor an appointment

liText to Century -21

Molly Dodd — on Lifetime was
judged best actress in a dratr.iitii.
series.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

HAIR

Open: Monday- Saturday
8 a.m.-6 p.m.

n
at ACE awards
four hooi4;
The .Awards for Cable Excellence are given by the the National

Academy of Cable Programming.

Chronic fatigue has many causes

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
iterryon our Child's menu, absolutely FREE Only two children per paying adult

lls

75
3-MANE

305 N. 12th

Murray

Second chronic fatigue is a frustrating symptom for both patient and
doctor because it s so difficult to diagnose After ruling out the usual causes
of chronic fatigue
including anemia. hidden infection, hypothyroidism
and cancer, to mention a few
physicians are often left with an apparently healthy fatigued patient who is
convinced that the medical profession
is out in left field Such a patient often
falls victim to unscrupulous practitioners who specialize in -designer diseases,- such as chronic Epstein-Barr
virus infection hypoglycemia
and
"toxic liver Chronic liver disease
(hepatitis for example) can cause fatigue.
but
liver"
-toxic
is
gobbledygook
Third. activated charcoal is used
for the treatment of acute poisoning
When swallowed or placed in the
stomach as a shirty- iteMi-liquld).
activated charcoal binds to a variety

of toxic compounds arid drugs. such as
glutethimide. mercury. stry.chnine.'
thallium and nicotine
Chelation therapy i administering a
compound to absorb ingested toxic
metals) is used in treating metal poisoning
for example, from copper.
at wenn- arid kali A iso7it-ts-sontettrnes---i— prescribed for henuxtromatosistiron
overload)
Therefore, the answer to your question is "no", your' daughter should
have neither activated charcoal nor
chelation
I recommend she be examined by
an internist, a specialist in difficult
diagnoses. who should review her
tests and, perhaps. order new ones,
such as a blood test for Lyme disease,
a tick-borne infection that causes arthritis and fatigue
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Fads I
Vitamins and Minerals " Other readers who would like
a copy should send $1 25 with their
names and addresses to PO Box
91369. Cleveland. OH 44101
;3369 Be
sure to mention the title
r
FVfl../.01114

DR. GCY17

PETER
GOTT, M D

.
V
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First Assembly plans supper

Red Cross needs tape returned

Sydney Alexis Smith born
s•

t'll 1"

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Carl Smith of Rt. 1, Kirksey, are the parents of a
daughter, Sydney Alexis, weighing eight pounds, measuring 21 inches,
born on Sunday, Jan. 6, at 7:29 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother, the former LaDonna Jones, is on leave as an orthodontic
assistant. They have one son, Brandon Jones Smith, 11. Grandparents are
Ms. Eva Jones, Murray, Michael Jones. Dearborn, Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs. John B. Smith, Kirksey. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Lois Jones and
the late Lloyd Jones, Mrs. Nitaree McCallon and the late Hoyt McCallon,
and Mrs. Bessie Baker and the late Marion F. Baker, all of Murray.
Malifieid

1951 Class will nwet

Members of the 1951 Class of Maylliki High School will meet Sunday,
Hall to plan the class reunion.
Jan. 20, at I:30 p.m. at NI::Y:;..1(1
Information may he ohtaine.1 hv (ailing Charles Johnson, 1-247-7339.

CWU will sponsor Songfest
ChUrth—WOTner
—TUnited- v. ifEsponsor its monthly Songfest at Fern terrace Lodge. Stadium View De,.on Wednesday. Jan. 16, at 2:30 p.m.
(•1\ 1 . and' a:I women of Murray and Calloway
This is a monthly
County are invited :o

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday

By LULA BELLE HODGES
Murray Magazine Club
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The Singles 0'.
p.m. at Murray I
Dating" will he the su1)ie;.
ing the meeting tlic gtoip
- nonprofit. support ,:•
single, separated. id .,
la, 753-7618. Jea•

ucsLI.,1‘, , Jan. 15, at 7
ha;icmg. -Futaristic
Sieve Darhan..F)llowref I :•.".1'.11Cri1. I his a
aiddis ••.:.lichcr always
:hott all Pame• \lartiaret

h,!:r.1)er ,,!
,

Free blood pressure
g,\ en luesday. Jan. IS, front
noon to 2 p.m. at NErrav Se\ enin-day Adventist ChuRli. 1hi; is a free
service of the church. located
Sycamore Street at. South 15th Street.

Kathryn Carman speaker
at Magazine Club meeting

'able Excelthe National
rogramming.

Singles zvill meet Tuesday

Baptist Young
0! NI,..nJirial Baptist Church will meet Tuesday,
Jan. 15, at 7 p.m. at ilu....liottuf 01 1ocite Ward. Secret pals will he chosen
at the meeting.

Quilt Lovers of
ince! I uesday, Jan. IS, at 6 p.m. in meeting room of Callow a.,
Pahlic Idhrary. Carolyn Halford and Evola
Osborne will give a ic.'Nm!!1 to!: -Preservation of Antique Quilts.- Each person is asked to hriii! .1!!imMle to learn the art of attaching a muslin backing—to an antique
• VT.s arc 'A CIL'Ilfrie to attend,

ards

Khights oiCiL
Bingo games. spohsorcd
A ;II he
ucsday. Jan.
15, at 7 p.m, at the new K:( hulldiri 0:1 (1[Lr /14.• Hale Road, between
Johnny Robertson Road and Lht Road. I he doors 'Ail open at 6 pm

Free checks will be given

Murray Art Guild
. Murray. will have its monthly
(11 Noriii ,••
business meeting 0T, .1
. Jan. i ,Lt 1 p.m. Patricia Clark, president,
urges all members and ]nicried 11,.'Hu:lti to attend.

are, seated,
„ from left,
1." Doroth%
bottom left
ghte Hurnatom right
w, Herman
Nlargaret
the Gibson

Bingo games planned Tuesday

Menioritil BYW phinS ineetinS

_ .
Murray Art Guild -will meet

Misty Camp.

A WC, BLS-CPR: iNas borrowed Ilh•L ;0 fro:1
olliLe of Calloway
etItc. -I his tape, propCounty Chapter of Amer i; an Red Cross it
erty of local Red Cr o., hapter, is Ti.". EL.e.fed :or a CPR class. The
person who borrowed tie tap,:
ret,rn it to the Red
Cross office at NA, c,ft
oecuti\.e secretary.

Kathryn Carman presented the
program at the December meeting
of Murray Magazine Club held at
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
In keeping with the theme for
the year, "The Grandest of the
Grand," her topic was "The Grandest Story."
She said "she, considered such
classics as 011eriry s "The Gift of
the,Magi," Van Dyke's The Other
Wise Man, and Dickens A' Christmas C'arol, but decided on the story
of a little boy who became an angel
with no suitable gift to present to
the Christ Child.' She asked each
one to go hack in time to their
childhood and listen to the read-ing
of The Littlest Angel by Charles
Tazewell.
Mrs. Carman read, with great
sensitivity, the story of the "littlest" angel in Heaven who had no
gift to offer as he ascended the
stairs toward the shining presenceof the Heavenly Father.
With a little help he was able to
retrieve the small wooden box from
earth that held his most precious
treasures; a butterfly. with gold‘en.
wings, a sky-blue bird's egg. two
white
-stones, the leather strap worn
by his beloved dog.
God accepted his gift, which was
given with so much love, and the
littlest angel watched in awe as his
gift became the guiding .star of the
east that shone over the birthplace
of the Christ Child.
Toni Hopson introduced Mrs.
Carman as a sixth generation born
to pioneers in the- Jackson Kirchase. Her father was an entrepeneur
in business in Henry County,
Tenn., and her mother was a school
teacher.
She received her undergraduate
degree in political science and her

graduate degree in business from
Indiana University. She wits the
first 'teacher of Business Administration and the first teacher of
Marketing at Murray State University. She was involved in speech
and theater from an early age,
throughout high school and in
college.Mrs. Carman has been an active
member of Murray Civic Music
Association from its inc.eption and
is a .past president of this
organization.
Devotions were gtven by Betty
Lowry who read a poem, "The
Star," written by Helen Hodges.
Norrine Winter, vice president,
presided in the absence of Edith
Noffsinger. Two new members,
Betty Boss and Eva Morris, were
welcomed into the club.
• Reports were given by Frances
Brown, secretary, Clinton Rowlett,
treasurer, and Betty Lowry, chairman of the nominating -committee.
Elected as officers for 1991 were
Edith Noffsinger, president; Gwen
Healy, vice president; Lula Belle
Hodges, secretary; Clinton Rowlett.
treasurer.
Millie Graves, hostess, served
refreshments to 18 members present. The tables were decorated
with 'handcrafted angels, greenery
and ribbons. The speaker's table
had a grouping of large ngels
crafted of wood. At each place setting was a gold metallic angel tree
ornament, given as a favor by the
hostess.
Dorothy Burke McKenzie presented each member with an autographed copy of her newest devotional book, Little Lessons From
Life, Volume VII. Gifts were
exchanged.
The club will meet Thursday,
Jan. 24, at 1:30 p.m. at Majestic
Royale at Holiday Inn. Gwen Healy will be hostess.

Music Department of \Lirtay
N;h wtIf mee t
IS, at 7:30 p.m. at the ..Iu ht..se -PRAM' and Grinnm — will he the
program to be presented h\ "I he
li(Pdt:S\L: Will he Vickie "I
Evelyn Chilcutt, 'Martlia ha:ton. .,e•tecca
1e
Lai:dolt, Sharon [arches.
Janet Finch, Mary Ilock::;•„! atad Karen Isaacs.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of 'Marra Calloway County Hospital will make runs
L.a.r.tay„. Jan, 14, 15_, _16
today, Tilesday_Wcd.a,...s,Ly
pressure, pulse and h.\ i bo ar blood sugar screenings will he offered at all
stops. Also available will ire a Stool or Occult Blood Screening Kit at S4.
The express is at Olympi,: l'Ia/a, Murray. today. from 8 to 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 to 3 p.m. Stops on -lusrsday will he at Wagon Wheel Cafe, Como.
Tenn., from 9 to 11
xi:, at SeLurity Bank, Cottage Grove. Tenn..
from 12:30 to 2:1Th p
WednL'sday. stop w:d he at Wing() '[own
aLr‘s from restatirant at S,:d'alia from 12:30
Square from 9 to 11
Leranik.s. Water
to 2:30 p.m. Thursda',.
he at NI &
l'Ht Oak (lrok.er\
Valley, from 9 to II
12130
p.m.

Cancer Group to meet Tiwsilay

•

:th1-4
1
306 E. Main St.

759-4979

PRICED
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FASHION
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I Its will be a new
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The Diamond Price Le

camera
is free.

eilitiera
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44'4MARQUISE

JEWELERS
Ches.nut Hlits Shoppmg Cam

$99

UDC luncheon to be Wednesday
The Lee, Jackson aid %lair\
J.N. Wilhams Chapter of the
16, at
United Daughters 0: iLe
be W eJr,esd,:\
11:30 a.m. at Majes:R. P e.e a: 1L,.:..1,ty Inn. flostesso w :11 be Barbara
Smotherman for Lee. K tit; \1,1-ar],'ti :or Maary and Cliar.ct:e Barker for
Jackson. All memhei.
StOrli /lour

theme announced

"Birthdays are biro:
the theme of Story I liars onIcesday, Jan. 1.5. at 1-0:30 arm. ;ird - Wettesday. Jan. 16, at 10730 a.m. and
3:30 p.m. at Calloway COUni PUH Library, according to Sandy Linn,
Youth Services Dire tor at the lihrary. Story Hotirs are for children, 3 to
8. Parents and Twos w ill he a: 9 ti a 'a (,•: -Iiiesday• and Wednesday. For
information call 753-22.

Alpha Mu cill iiieet Tuesday

IL

\I #;760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha. Interw
A planning meeting it: •
tional will be Tuesda, la:. IS. a: 7 p.m. at tho home of Nancy Meloat1,
'I b: ear a Fashion Show and Silent Auction
311 North 10th St .
Children's Research Hospital, Memphis,
to raise money for Si
,Orn of North Branch of Peoples Bank,
Tenn., will be in (
Saturda. Feb. 23, at 2 p.m.
North 12th and t

YVVi.,Alak

'41

One Week Only...

20%-Off all prescriptions
50%-Off Medicine Shoppe Brands
One Week Only - Jan. 14-19

etts
Restaurant

55 PLUS recognizes that older Americans art. ack.oniplishing more, contributing more. and tecling gnat
about it It you're 55 or over, sign up.
To keep v iu feeling great. :Medicine Shoppe is • inering
adults 55 or over. 20°'o oft prescriptions, plus special
added savings just for you.

MONDAY - THURSDAY
Two-2 Piece Farm Raised Catfish
Dinners With Salad Bar

as of January 17, 1991
****

4

*8

Seven Seas

with
99 coupon

Expires 2428/91

55 PLUS Coupon Book (S20.00 Value)
S100 Cash Drawing

FREE HEARING TEST

Offer good for all members in party

•

•

• FRIDAY & SATURDAY
"All You Can Eat"
Two Seafood Buffets

12th & Olive - Next to Suzle 0
759-9245
Murray, KY

With Salad Bar & Dessert
9
$189

expires 2/28/91

wcoith
upon

Seven Seas

Om

Offer good for all members in party
.
.
*&S‘
01

. 641 N.

Murray

dj
753-4141 4f,Pla
W
Fa

177":
?%;
•.71
1 .

-

t

4.1

.
:7
•
••
•
/;"
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Jan. 16 - 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

•

-VINVVVVIAM-Vitt,141.
1.

•

MI\IS

.' Ladies' day hrid,1,..:t \1.:H. Co .iry CH!: w.11 he Wednesday. Jan.
itere,ted in)playing,are asked to
16, at 9:30 a.m. at
call Eva Morris, 7.7",;-:r.s;

4

-

Moore

$2j3OFF/gal.

' AMr_:NE,
'•

Ladies' bridge, to be Wednesday-

(across from the MCCH Emergency Room)

'

-Sale Starts Thursday at 9 a m -

1.i. 5.
• p.::,
County I 10`,;'11t;i!. i- Hr more frdormatior.
RN,
,

7 p.m. at ('allow ay
Anyone interes:,..! ..]
club is invited. Each one
For more infornia:: ,-1

205 So. 8th St.

Out-of-State
1-800-626-5435

LIQUIDATION SALE!

s139

Camera Club to meet-Thursday
LI:
murray-callow,

will relocate his office
to

In State
1-800-633-1178

mil be closed Wed., Jan. 16th
to prepare for our annual

AMONDS

Cancer Support G
dining room of Murr.;\
call Nancy' Rose, k s .
14.S.W., at 762-1100.

varieties • on the square

_

• n Stock Wall Coverings •Blinds .Bigelow Cnn

Value Days At

For Appointments Call
The Paducah Office at
(502) 444-2690

JO-AN's

ALL WHITE PAINT SALE

Music Department will meet

-4:474.74-wcvvvicia "t%

Charles F. Winkler, M.D.

First Assembly oh God, Ilighwa 94 East, will sponsor a chili supper
on Wednesday. Jan. 16, from 5 -45 to 6.15 p.m. The meal will consist of,
chili, crackers, a drink and a dessert w:th the cost being S1.50 per person.
Following the meal, the study on "How To Stlip The New Age Movement
Before It's Too Late" Will Lowiriue. Reservations for the meal should be
made by Tuesday. Jan. IS, a; 5 p.m. by calling 753-6695 or 759-9909.

edicine
811()PPe

National Prescription Centers

A New Program From Medicine Shoppe
For The New Style of Older Americans

14,
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Racers coast to win over IUPUI

,up for twi, ot his 1" p“Ints duriniz
‘turray -state's l'irpQr juri2•rt
in iorr It 1'1 I saturday in Rakvr ‘rtna.
Murray State's

then alter another steal. nit a Irie ;!ITWA and we RacBy DAVID RAMEY
ers were up 13.
Liwiew a Timis Asst Sports Editc,
After leading 40-29 at halftime, the Racers outThe Murray State
scored IUPUI 18-4 to start the second period, .with
roo::: Was quickly
Cri,yersity •
Stott Adams capping the run by slamming home an
deserted after the Raters roated
.
-alley-oop -pass from- Coble._ • • _
- PAkrdtte Linwersitv--.Indianarofs 3Meanwhile, the Racers were shirting down the
in Racer Arena.
Only a couple ot p:ayers
:O¼P,L-Metros on the defensive end as IUPUI shot a dismal
MOM.- and the usual laugnmg
29 percent_ from the floor Tor the game.
rr: that acottlpanics an easy. win was :ti!ss,n,:.
"That was our intention," King, who tossed in 14
to 111\in't
know. better might hae though: :he Ray ors had been
poans for the Racers, said. "We didn't want this to
he another North Alabama. We felt like that was an
stunned again by a non-DRis.on 1 oPponent. like .
embarrassment. We -wanted tog out tonight and ,
their loss earlier this season to North Alabama.
appen.
n
Make sure that
An inquiring mind asked Greg Coble where eversJackson tossed in 1K points to lead the Rit4:-Cfti, and -•
-one was.- z'Got artII o'efock
-thr-serti-or
4-also had a season-high 17 rebounds. Jones scOred
explained. "No one wants to m ss it.•
Three slarter;.,
,12 111_4.usi 20,_ minutes., and rilko pulled _dostaii
kcipe.y.4
hoards.
Jones. missed the 11 pm
"Coach Newton told us that we could take it inside
day's loss at Gcorg•a Sottlhc•-•
0: the
on them," Jackson said. "We felt like we were bigger
istunent resulted
and stronger and we had to take advantage of it."
minutes Of Saturd.is•s s
"We did a nice Job of handfing their motion-screen
:
"I'd be less than honest [i 1
we had a
s;i7itt after he
offense," Newton said. "And our inside defense was
-eurfeir viat-IMM
was questioned abou:iHstartirg
e‘ceIlent.'
which tea The Racers also pounded the _boards. holding- a
tared VA42t freStifileft-ict,
dfft.--(;tiMM e.-!4 krryW-Fisof44,
5K-2S advantage on the glass.
and top reserse John JaLkson :n the in.idle. We had
ILPUI coach Lovell, who starred for Newton at
72. itlr'seW 1 Lesthree players v.ho
Plainfield High School in Plainfield. Ind.. in the late
keep discip'•
day. and we feel
1960s. watched his team struggle all night from the
..ne in our program .!7'
and
Outside.
regarding
"They are vastly superior to us and it's our third
consister.:
game in five days, and our kids were tired:: Lovell
tiie Ra- So the trio
ted
said. "When you play a team like that, you have to
er bcnsh
he clicking on all cylinders, and they wouldn't let
entered
Jackson. 1,1k, .
us."
the game
Ii hue
"The,
. didn't lei
Lovelllkorks at Newton's basketball camp every
• :that ¼Li
N.,7-r.rner, and he called it a "thrill- to match wits with
7'7 7- • h.s mentor. So far he's 0-2 against him.
broke :she ru
"1 p ,iyed
.
in high school for him, and he's been a
The NIL'.- • •
real special influence in my life," Lovell said. "tic's
player 13,the person I most respect in the business."
sank a D)-:,..o1,7.
Newton -couldn't remember if Lovell had to pay
buried a 3-po:mer„.
tiriLe tor breaking one of his rule.
a Metro free 1. •
You 'At)Uld have to ask him,:' Newton said. —that
b.kk when I was 25 and knew it all "
,.(ont'd on page 9)

SPORTS
WRITER
By TOM CA NA VA N
of the A AA ociated Press
EAS Rt.. I 11F.RFORD, NJ
-- Dan Ilamplon isn't capping
his NI-1_ career yk ith either a
trip to Disney lard or a DI,,I1e1
type enWrig
-N-cr- the el rrtf for IY,rb- fiznyton
came on a cold, yy Indy afternoon plasing in a stadium he
doesn't like, near a city: lie
-- 7CarLS
a rh15

,
'For 0,,T

a

that lie liked
score
least of all
'I have nf, tears arid no
regrets.- Hampton said S:indas
after the
York .614:its .
-ended --fti's 12,-Nre- f -Cztft,et tA--ttit
(
the fiLr,
in the NFL •t•.1:1;n2 at
Stadh.r.i
,();:-1.

,t):1,
oft-in lured 11.1:11;,
retiring "I :'0,.",:d`
Nty.s be
,•

'

ho

,•

thc
Yorkl
r‘i

r

sr
ti
real s

four:: ,
and
Cr
n
set.t.rids- 0 41

49ers, Giants set for rematch in NFL's Final Four

Be
"I

iliurth quarter

.!•ssociated Press
NL•

Yards against Cincinnati v.'ith
140 yards. Allen, the
;he 1s1VP in the '83. Sup:o r

er BA,1
`.nj
that the road to the Super -Bowl goes
thiro:ugh' Battah We're Just happy to he taking that path,"
said
Y•iC:1, a lia:[ of Fame tackle from. theRaiders
‘
'
gloryrs
ho
g;lined 77 ‘A%-ls on si‘ carries before leaving
z.in..• • • .1 s',ra:hed hip or. the second play of the
!,.yac,er, s::d he will he ready for the

: S..;)er Bow:
oT 14-2

hue 1.1icir hands full," Bengals
quarter^,...k
Esa.son said of the Raiders. "The Buffalo
1:7‘..!:]:ig they 're ad‘ertised to be. In my mind,
the Ba:ia
are :he ;earn to heat."
K.
..
:he last month of the season with
carLage
7L.:..rned on Saturday and didn't seem to
Dolphins 44-34
miss a s:ep- as ',fie H 1k roughed up :h....
.Keliy and Simms u
injured m the same,
I)e.L. IS at 1;ants Stadium.
the ti%her '.• baseball who wants the ball,"
-lie's got confidence. that's
'".eite1.to the siworting cas.t.be_

the
New
what has been a great turnaround season _for We Bears, 'A ho
had an 11-5 record and yyon
:he NFC Central A year' ago.
Chicago sent 6-10 and IT',;seJ
the plaoMs.
-It's been a great run'. especially this year," said Hampton.
who had four tackles, one assist
and.. a fumble reyoYery "You
know, this• is likye a Cinderella
year. We came hack from a
disappointing season last year,
:
got into the playoffs, w on tt,
first one and L,Ir.:42

Y(f oppnrzunity
rii:!1..pLo11

fit:17\

to win Sunda‘,
but didn't take advantage. "I h.:
tour-time Pro Bow ler said the
key slalis;ie was on fourth
Ne'x York Was.- ot
and the Bears were 1 or s
.
:.!17":T. the Dolphins' and the results'We just' didn't get- it
n hadn't played in so long: 19 today," Hampton sa:d.
and fl‘e rashes for like a Wait Disney mo‘le
the ending has a train Are, •
and everyone dies. Things
happened. I'm proud (,!
team. I'm proud of
involved. We pushed it a on.
X6 in Iwo o‘erl
was . May be net.!
'V
No 7 UCLA
get it hack '".er
se 69. Snit:
lp
said he is y.iiro
7M. 1 cnuc.sN,:,: 74. No 12
ing a lot of job offers but
Ix Oklahoma 113, Colorado 97; No.
Le_ plans on haviat, surgery f"
•
*141- -.-3•TTuie 44, MafyIarid - 78", arid-NO.
both knees The knees ha\
1-eb. 10 at 15 Georgetown 61, Boston College
I. N!
been operated on
already
0 heat Fres- 56.
I. N:
times in his career.
Also: No, 16 Eat Tennessee
"You have to feel for the
a.
State 45, Furman, 79 -No. 17 Pius11S1W...
guy:— saunry-zar reftr?,11,; burgh 101, Providence 82; No, 18
lineman Tracx Armstrong said.
Nebraska 97, Iowa State 87; No, 19
-This has been his whole
!17•; huh, hut Southern Mississippi 101, Virginia
and now it's over' at just 33."
Tech 99 in overtime; No. 20 LSU
:1-6 run
Hampton played in 158 games
ar;',.: pat the 96, Auburn 84: No. 21 South Carfor the Bears and he is only
olina 85, Cincinnati 69; MinnesOta
the second Bear to play in
'lodd Da'. and 79, No. 22 Iowa 77; No, 23 New
three decades. Sid Luckman was
Lcs: Ma' rierrv nad -.20 • pirints Mexico State 64, UC-Santa Barbathe other, playing 1939-51.
ra 57, and Utah 67, No. 25 Texas"It.was kind of sad to have
El Paso 60,
it end here." Hampton said.
:•.cr S..1:,,r,Lly games
On Sunday. No. 10 St. John's
"I'm not a big fan of the sta
11/4:afr.S, it was No. 4
beat No. 9 Connecticut 72-59, and
dium here or the people. You
ya'L'
W.Lors:f1 60: No. 5
North Carolina State upset No. 24
know the Giants pretty much
No. 13 Vtrginia .neorgia Tech 90-83.
put us in a bad mood. It's
something we had a chance to
control and didn't. We'll just
go home and lick our wounds
This Week's Special:
and hopefully the guys will
Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink
rebound next year. It's a shame
Spacial
it.,ended here."
Good
thru Jan. 19

Richardson may already know that Razorbacks in nation s elite
B,

tssoc,ated Press

Tone Up

Lose Weight
with our
'Personal Training

* Pin. Selector Equipment

•Lifecycles

'Free Weights

'Think Light" Weight Loss 'Comfortable Atmosphere

A Month
No initiation fee
•

1413 Oilye Blvd
Murray

.
-

a

•
'

-

' 759-4955
;
,

7.-5 p.m
Srioay Noon-6 pm

NO CONTRACT

University Plaza
Martin, Terr

759E4955

'259

SPORTS ON RADIO

Friday Night Buffet
Bar-8-0 Ribs, Beef, Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
Plus all the
and clessorl bar.

$

IVNBS41340
Monday, Jan, 14

95

Mayfield at Calloway

587-9000
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

Four years of dedicated service to our community.

-t•

4111

& Burgers
TJ's Bar B-Q
rilurrAy
753-0045 di
St
Chestnut
k

5:45 p.m. (Boys)

Louisville at Tulane
6 p.m. (TV 46)
"You Can Hear the Difference"

•••••••••

4

i

S

Cold Colonels fall at Tech;
Morehead, Wildcats win

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Pies .s

• A cold shooting Eastern Kentucky University team fell to Tennessee
'Lech, K6-6K, but Morehead State held off Tennessee State, 64-5g in two
()VC clashes.
Mitch Cupples' -15 points led a balanced scoring attack for Tennessee
Tech, which opened an early lead and coasted to victory over Eastern
Kentucky,
John Best's as up with just over four minutes gone in the game gave
the Golden Eagles a 13-0 lead, a start Coach Frank Herren said was key
to Tech's winning night. .
Tennessee Tech (7-8, 2-0) also got 11 points each from Bobby McWilhams and Maurice Houston, while Aris Sinclair scored 18 and Kirk Greathouse 13 for the visiting Colonels (8-4, 1-1).
"The key. ).sas jumping out to that lead but also establishing a lead in
-fel)otiftd-s early." -s-iitti-Itildl. -Thr Coldcri Eagles' ouirchounded
Kentucky 50-42 ancrled by as much as 20 points. in. the second half_
In'the other ()VC game,
Mitchell hit 22 points for Morehead
against Tennessee 'State.
Tennessee State J-11, Fri was trailing 29-28 with 14:26 left in the
first half when I.co Parker scored six of his 14 points during a 12-2 run
that helped the Tigers grab a 38-31 halftime lead.
Morehead State (8-4, 1-1) opened the second half with seven straight
points, tying the game at 38-all on a free throw by Brian Miller.
The Tigers regained the lead and then went ahead 43-38 on a dunk by
Kevin flowartf-at-164$1-before-the Eagles responded with a 10-2 run and
moved ahead 46-45 with 13:01 remaining on a layup by ,Reece Turner.
Howard's jumper with 225 remaining tied the game at 58-all, but then
fouls, sent Morehead State to the free throw line where they 'hit six of six
attempts.
The Tigers' last chance to tie the game came with 20 seconds left, but
Parker missed a short juniper from the lane.
Morehead State also got 13 from Miller. 11 from Patrick Tubbs and 10
from Brett Roberts.
TelITILfssee S 1:1: ss.Is cd hs Howard's 18 points.

Ste* Farm Insurance companies
Horns Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is* There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
College basketball

OVER INVOICE

Pro football

1991 Dodge D-150
318 V-8
-Aura-matt-Air Conditioning
AM/FM Stereo
2-Tane- Pctirft
Rear Step Bumper
Full Size Spare
Cloth Bench Seat
Ef Chrome Mirrors

3

Roc'

• • • •
BLUEGRASS HOOPS
Kentucky 78, Tennessee 74
Kentucky coie.•
0 -c sa-ct his Wdcats needed a tough, hard-fought game on the road
Arid that s
1.c
W 'dcats go: Sata,day as they downed Tennessee 78-74 before
25,452 fans,
.ttge Kerfucky corf
We're 'ea
o •
E.t^' basi,ett.ta11 row,- re said
Indeed, :he W.,t1C-!,
50.5e wren Tennessee scored nine stra,ght points rndway
fnrough the secorc
',2•sr '5 hig0itt‘..' -eac1
tne game 65 60. with 8 35 to play
The Wi.dcafs res:/„.•:-J..rt h '
gtl
rls of their ovvr_ Reggie Hanson, who led six Kenlucky players in co.:, e • g..•es .r.th 17
started the rally with a pair of tree throws
John Pephrey
rer..1 6 '4 WO
h:t a 3 po-rter off a feed by Sean Woods. then
Woods made a ^
c.. • -4 .e" rahoed ayuo aria Jamaf Mashburn ended the spree of aro•her
teed horn WOWS
That gave. Kert...c.f a €9 £5 edge w ,tt S 49 left
Bat Tennessee touor oack Carus Groves scored 5,k consecutive points lo pull the Vots to vitth
•-• a pont. 75 74,
.e!!
Oars rg .ts ore oc -• "art 'C• W.dcafs rar the shot cock down Pelphrey missed a shod ;urrper
oa' Jarhal Mashoufr
of the pack w the rebound W rt tie shot clock off. Tennessee was
fo,ced .0 toul, a,d wcods hit both free thfows for a 77,74 advantage with 32 seconds teft
Tennessee had a c..hati.'e iO 1 ,e, but Lang W sernans open 3 poiht attempt r.mmed put and Han
son came away wan-the ball. He type fouled arvd SCOred, the tinee :point -wen 10 seconds lett
13 po,••!s Mashbuin had 11 and Jeff Brassow added 10
For KentuCky Woods 5c' 13
Tennessee was ed :y A an Housfor rd.-, 20 odnts Ronr,e Reese had 16 points and 13
15 pc ,Ys
rebounds, ,v+r,!e
sted
Kentucky ,morovec 'o :2 2 and 4 0 n the Sou!teastern Conference wrth its seventh svalghl
'ory The Wfac,i's
tre
so''e,e• o.e '!.a, however. due to NCAA protalion
for
t.e
Tennessee fe
€ 3 arc 0 4,
S:T! -e SEC since the 1960 61 season The Vos
'ave :ost seven c'
e.gf'
'
Ffordta State 77, Louisville 66
Aubry Boyd sc.o•el
uc:ifs -as 1••or r3.-t
r:elt• t•el
77-66 in Metro Conference
e•,
O'ay, hard ng frt, r.; arc • a
c-.1-,f •
Boyd scored '6 cf.. -'s
-e ace,rg ha! Sa'urClay r
four of live tree !ro'n 3 potdistance He f:n.srec
..;ame
,
with I , ve 3 o0int shots
Rodney Dcloa•c. ieit. c • oo.rts and scohomore port guard CharLe Ward celebrated hiS first
colleg,ate Start stv-t: u •
'4
Doug f awards added 11 pOtntS for Fonda State 17-5.
2 21
Troy S!!"
rn
550-el •
Out "ph 6 16 left in the game and Fverick S. :van
added •4 vu •
'r•-•0 t: act not lost s.s straiigt: games since tre 1943-44 •
season

`:

•

11.

21

Jolow
ego

$13,560.00
List Price
811.04
Peppers Disc.
Factory Rebate 1,500.00
Your Price 511 )248
"

t

1991 Dodge D-150 L.E.

Tennis

-.47Er>k_ -

Pro basketball

wog.
t AVOW. ' •••
Pt ar
Si.'

r

$15,564.00
List Price
Peppers Disc.
1,752.20
Factory Rebate 1.500.00
I

ear,

INDIANA-PUROUE.INDIANAPOLIS (521
Trabiue 6-13 '-614 Mad ',o- 2 2 1 1 5, tog
1-5 1.1 3. Vaughn 4-9 5-11 15, Srnmons 2.11
1.2 5, Wolkoff 0 5 0 0 0, Johnson f.; 2 0 0 0.
Schabei 1 1 0-0 3, Massey 0 2 0 0 0, AHen 0 E
0-0 Cr: Van Wanzeete-11-1 000 Sa,rr 3 5 0-0 7
Teepe 0-2 0 0 .0. Tota's 1 3 64 9 2•' 52,
MURRAY STATE (M)
- +.4hison-0-4 CCC, Acarns 352 28 JaCwr..c'
9 14 0 0 18, Ournm 1 5 0 0 2.
C ;• •4
BrrelSOng 0 4 / 2 1, Ka-e 00 u 0 0, 0+er
street 1 1 1 1 3. A-en *1 2 3 7 Cco.e 3-7t
7, Langhi 0-0 0 0 0,
s • 2 2 2 4 Coo 1 •_;
003, Jones 8 10 1• 1 ti, TC/L1 5 :15
'4
84
Halftime-Mu rray S: 40 1"a P...• 005
3-point goals-Ind 'Par 1-05,5 5 20 t Vaughr
Schabel 1-1, Slain • • , Trabue 1.3, Te1-14e
0-1, Alien 0 2. Wolkoff C 3. S, mmies 5), Mar
ray St 4 14 (King 2 3. Cod 1 1, A"en 1 7 Coble 0 3; Fouled out Nore Rebounds Ird -Pur •Indpls 28 flo-g E,. Mu-a, St 58
(Jackson 17) Assists- •. (t 0.,' I --cos 12
arabue 4), Murray Sf '9 iCoc, e 4. Tc•a
fouls-Ind -Pur
•E M,••ay St '8
A-3,950

:

Sdf

WESTERN-CCAF FRE',
Midwest
W
,

kit

Your Price

Gle

SnO

LA

•

Ccno 7

Saturday I na-rts

for the
flsise
fig said.
hole life.
just 33."
15g games
is only
ay in
:kman was
9-51.
I to have ,
1 said.
I the sta)1e, You
much
I. It's
:hance to
:.'11 just
wounds
s will
s a shame

a

Ar.i,F%1
Reiir

List Price
S12,954.00
Peppers Disc.
1,080.10
Factory Rebate
500.00
go
Your Price
5

Mond., s

•.

'uesday s

1991 Plymouth Acclaim
Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)

753-9627

S.A. #100237

Hot Deals!

List Price
$12,958.00
Peppers Disc, •
998.70
Factory Reoate
500.00
30
Your Price 511 )459

Automatic
Air Conditioning.
Tilt/Cruise
Rear Defroster
Split Bench Seat
AM/FM Stereo
Floor Mats (Front &
Rear)
Drivers Air Bag

1991 Lebaron Sedan

SATURDAY NIGHT'S

R

flg

Bag

,

curfew) is within the basketball
family, but ever:, thing is done
with good intentions. There is not a
'down' attitude right now. The
players understand what happen,
they understand the standards here
at Murray State, and they understand Coach Newton."
The Racers, who improved to
12-6, travel to'Murfreesboro, Tenn.
tonight for a key OVC matchup at
Middle Tennessee. The Blife Raiders were stunned by Austin Peay at
home Saturday.

Completely
Loaded

1991 Dodge Spirit

Pacd,c 0 .
Portia. 1
tor
LA bot-tt.
Co le'

,
have
on 11

5123311"

318 V-8
Automatic
Power
Windows/Locks
Tilt/Cruise
Sliding Glass
Chrome BumpErs
Power 6x9 Mirrors

Gt

Racers ...
(Coni'd from page 8)
He might not know It all now,
but the Racers certainly understand
what happen last week.
"Coach Newton is the type of
coach that Lilies what he has to do,'
King said. "I v.ould rather not
comment about It because that (the

PACE 9

WINNING
COMBINATIONS
100
Priced

SCOREBOARD

The Associated Press

MONDAY, JANUARY 14, 1991

I<RAV LEDGER & TIMES

13:OVAL

SCUMBLIE
q
tige/Viall

7 PIVI CENTRAL.
Vwx‘todsfriend, Foe vs Foe
‘‘E.v.ri Man For Himself'

You need a boat powered with a Mercury Outboard!

Automatic
Air Conditioning
Power Windows
Power Locks
Tilt/Cruise
Split Bench Seat
Distinctive Landau
Roof
Drivers Air Bag

Stk. #1 00233

$16,128.00
List Price
Peppers Disc.
1,340.45
Factory Rebate
500.00

4,27855

The weather may be cold but we're
dealing red hot at Mack & Mack Marine.
Come on in! We're open for business!

Your Price 9

CALL FOR THE LATEST LEASE INFO!!!
Legal Mumbo Jumbo: All prices are plus tax, title, license and cbc fee
after rebate. Dealer hold back and/or any factory to dealer incentive
retained by dealer. $100 over invoice applied to dealer stock only.

!OUTBOARDS
"Whatever It takes. we

want to be your car and truck company"

30 PARTICIPANTS

RADIO

MING NOW 114f ACT(ON,
CALL rOUR CAM! COMPANY NOW,

P PPERS

Don't Miss The Action'

[340

. 14

lloway

oys)

Tulane
46)

Difference"

MACK MACK

Call Murray

CAB E
VLSI.N

M

Dodge

A

11110s11 It
Dr4rTnidis

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake in Aurora, KY
502-474-2251

Today!

2400 East

753-5005

Open 8-4 • Closed Tuesdays

Wood Street • Paris, TN

642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

Open on Sunday

.•
•

‘r;.„ •

Jeep
Eagle
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Yeutter announces APR requirements

eYre•lhe.4 lehwittzdedi

Secretary Of Agriculture Clayton
Yeutter has announced the acreage
reduction program (APR) requirements for the 1991 crop of wheat at
15 percent. corn, barley and sorghum at 7.5 percent: and oats at few
per:ent
No paid -land diversion program
ill he offered for any program

,14‘itetai Sda,m2cit1itiat
•

Cold weather dangers
Christmas and New Year's boltdays may be past. but in Kentucky
the cold weather doesn't vacate
until at least the latter part of

ttiL7n

,
out war:r. :no!

. Yeutter announced also that, for
the 1991 crop only, producers will
aMe'• to prtiauce corn or gram
sorghum on a combined base.- as
• possible in past years.
:he r
pro ciamas
arroanced include
• Signup will begin in early
afar; ti Specific dates will be
later
• .-:I advance payments will be
madc In cash arid will equal 40 percem ot the estirr:i!ed deficiency
ravi-ncre, rat

•
Therefore, its good to keep in
mind some cOrnrnon sense reMiniers about taking case of your aM"nts- — farm- ind--durnctiL
.7,g cold weather.
Basic things. to remember are
..ater. shelter and food.
Sub-freezing weather endangers
me water supply of animal which
fast out of doors. When the weather gets cold enough, ponds freeze
Aver. :roughs and water
'44
t'reeze solid, and ar..mals
• 7‘.C.d
dIff4:LII to find enough

dog
does:7',

:rs. cr

„'7:.

•

be

7
,
`-tt

:!"""±-- •

cloth or
entrance as A
f.arrn
where tries tan
Ar tra's r.ced
%4171.1n

or sh
:7,1

L n.ter no conditions should anti'7U/C be added to water. Whie
7nals. wat &it* it (tbey
44'4,
,ve- its flavor) it is 3 violent 7
£Cs

USDA APR plan might boost
corn, soybean production

sib:e

stiod be
Your ‘C:„:7',71.:'7....7,
,711pt/r1..1:11
weather ;are.
••t:7:0,:,, ;7i."

•

:7• 0`,:h••
!".1.

prevent

A
•A

•

• He cr
..crats.
C

Farmers cut plantings of winter
wheat for 1991 harvest: USDA
moreo
rners have plar.:ed
than 51 million acres of winter
‘C.:7, down
wheat for neves'.
10 percent Iron-, ;990. the Agriculture Departrrier.: sa...1 Fr:day.
A major reason tor me re,:.,:is the department's rc.. • —
that farmers take more
wheat production this year :n an
effort to stem rising stockpiles arid
71.7a7ket prices.

-

ram'.
-

ommercial

Fain Insurance Agency
753-0362

Wit S. 4th St.
Murray, K.

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Ashphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal

Brent Allen
Ditching

4110ks,
11

Suirr /979

i',siders were surprised last week
when Secretary' of Agnculture Clayton Yeutter announced provisions of
the acreage reduction program for
1991, acreage reduction provisions
for corn will be 7.5 percent, the
smallest percentage he could require
according to the recently enacted farm
bill.
Insiders were expecting a higher
percent which would cut production
slightly'', according to Steve Riggins,
an agricultural economist with the
University of Kentucky College of
.
Agredlture. '7 •
-His announcement of the lowest
figure possible will tend to t)oost corn
_plantings over what earlier had been
thought. for which many of the 7.5
percent reduced atres will be
planted.- Riggins said.
That means that corn and soybean
prices may already have reached their
high points for the year. as prospects
for decreased plantings were lost with
his announcement. Riggins said.
-Farmers may do well to consider
pric;ng at least some of their 1991
crop now.' he said.

Dark fired tobacco
J)rodticcrs tirged to
wait for tower order

_

HOMEOWNERS & AUTO
•lom Fain
Tracy Mg-Kinn.•‘

• Producers may plant crops
other than the program crop on up
to 25 percent of any participating
program crop acreage base. This
acreage will be known as "flex"
acreage. Permitted crops are any
program crop and any oilseed.
including soybeans. The secretary
may however, prohibit the planting
of any crops on flew acreage and is
required to make available 3 list of
any prohibited crops.
• "Thrtmaitrriumarayment acreage
for each program crop will be the
,-- product of multiplying the- crop
acreage base for a program crop by
85 percent. le.:s the acreage which
is required to be devoted to 'setaside.'
The amount of land producers
will be required to idle under the
acreage reduction program will be
determined by multiplying the ARP
percentage times the base estah

1717
•

,,7•:aec ice should be broken or.
at least twice a day', to.
..7.7714:N to drink Water to tz•
be kept flowing a: a 7.
enough to prevent freezirg
e.:ctric heaters are to be,,sed
. keep troughs and tanks from
'e/ing. they should b: discon- ::ed before animals are allow
• dr:r.k. Certain types of water
,.7eale an electrical har.rd
A
.an electrocute animals l'and
tleople if they come In conta:t
-water while the current

Murray Ledger fk Times

759-1515

.MR. DARKIIREIL TOBACCO
GROWER

Kentucky dark fired tobacco producers should wait for drier weather
before they attempt to handle or sell
their tobacco. according to Bill Maksymowicz, Extension tobacco speKen-with- The -U-niversity
tucky College of Agnculture.
:Recent wet weather has caused
muelt Kemucky's crop to be in too
high 2n order he handled. Farmers
who try to market such tobacco will
likely find buyers offenng lower
pnces for their tobacco than if it had
been in lower order." Maksymowicz
said.
Handling tobaccd when it is wet
and limp can cause storage and spoilage problems for the farmer. "Ifs the
decrease in quality that causes buyers
to shun it.it."he said.
f:nstead. Maksymowicz said, farmers should wait for drier weather to
dryout the tobacco somewhat before
they: attempt to handle it
When drier weather comes. producers need to open the ventilators at
the top of the barn to help drive the
_
-rhotatt

In his announcement, Yeutter
placed acreage reduction program
reductions at 15 percent for wheat and
7.5 percent for corn, barley and
sorghum.
Yeutter also announced targdt
prices per bushel for the major commodities: wheat, $4; grain sorghum,
S2.61; oats 51.45, corn, S2.75; and
barley, S2.36.
Advance and estimated deficiency
payments,according to the announcement, will be: winter wheat, 5.56.
S.58: grain
SI.40: corn, 5.232,
sorghum; $.224. 5.56; barley, S.124,
5.47; and oats, 5.06, 5.15

Area farmers are
urged to attend
meeting about
new tobacco ideas

fished for a crop.
• A 0;92 program will be as ail able for producers of wheat and
feed grains. Producers will be able
to devote all or a portion of their
pay acres to conserving uses and be
eligible to receive guaranteed deficiency payment's. This program
provision will be available to producers each year through the 1995
op

iITTthe same 13•AthoSe estabthe first major affitiOtillicement in a
lished for the. 1990 crops.
•" Producers who certify! that no series.. of announcements .impl!
menong the 1991 farm programs.
acreageauLthe_farnIllitated
—
---ndlITMTV-VEritc-rit"-Ttrif---IVittfruit
the program corp and that any
wheat and teed grain program will
or vegetable planted on the farm
was not in excess of normal plant- he announced as information
becomes available
ings will have the entire program

Corn, small grain growers
to meet in Owensboro Jan. 29
The Kentucky Corn Growers Association and the Kentucky Small Grain
Growers Association will meet in a
combined conference and awards
banquet on Tuesday, Jan. 29 at the
Executive Inn in Owensboro.
A"short business session will bring
partiCiliahts up-to-date on the progress of the Kentucky checkoff program, said Morris Bit/tr. Extension
grains_ specialist with the University
of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Also, plans for the upcoming small
grain referendum will be discussed at
the meeting which begins at 1:15
p.m., he said.
"We have a program of interest to
anyone in Kentucky who grows corn
Or Small grains," Bitier said:"We will
have new information of state, national and international importance to
share with Kentucky growers."
Bitzer, who has just returned from a
European tour investigating tech-

Area farmers are encouraged to
attend one of the two Adult and
Young Farmer Meetings this week
and take a look at these new
improvements in tobacco
production.
The Young Farmer Class will
meet on Tuesday. Jan. 15 at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway County High
School agriculture department.
Anyone interesting in seeing th,..
new float system. mechanized dark
tobacco harvesting, and black
shank variety results are invited to
attend.
The Hazel Class Adult Farmer
Class will meet on Thursday. Jan.
17 at 7 p.m. at the Dees Bank. The
new float system, black shank variety results, and corn and soybean
variety results will be discussed.
All area farmers are invited to
attend. .
For more information you may
contact Johnnie StOckdale, adult
farmer instructor at the Calloway
County-High School agriculture
.departznenl.
•

nology used in corn research there.
will discuss aspects of the tour at the
meeting.
In addition Alan Phillips, manager
of the Kentucky Seed Improvement
Association, will discuss a new' Integrated Pest Management program in
Kentucky and Hampton (Floppy)
Henton Jr., a Versailles farmer and
treasurer of the Small Grain Grower
Association, will speak on international grain trade in the developing
world.
Robert Wade, Sr.. CEO of the
Kentucky Agricultural Energy Corporation, will discuss new opportunities for ethanol in Kentucky: Michael
Wagner. executive, director of the
Ohio Cot Growers Association, wilt
speak on research on coal desulfunia lion and Rollie Spears. a wheat
breeder from Kansas State University .
will discuss what the wheat checkoff
program means to farmers in his state.

Ohio native Richards appointed
chief of Soil Conservation Service
•

Tobacco production has changed
little over the last 20 years. but farmers may want to look at some of
the new concepts for their 1991
crop. Some of the new innovations
include the production of plants on
a water float system and the use of
mechanized harvesting systems. •

crop acreage base considered as
.planted for base retention purposes.
This option will be available for
nonparticipating program crops.
• The amount of regular deficiency' payments that a person is
entitled to under one or More programs may not exceed S50,000, the
same as for the 1-990 crops. Other
provisions concerning payment
limitation provisions will be
announced later.

William J. Richards, a commercial farmer from southern Ohio.
has been appointed Chief of the
Soil Conservation Service.
Richards received a bachelor of
science degree and did graduate
Work in agriculture economics at
Ohio State University. He has participated in numerous courses at
Ohio State. Purdue and Harvard
Business School's agriculture business executive education program.
Richards has served as a visiting
instructor in agriculture economics
classes at Ohio State University.
He has been an active member of
numerous local and national agriculture boards and committees.

As a farmer near Circleville.
Ohio. Richards was one of the first
to practice conservation tillage. Ills
use of reduced tillage and crlrr
residues decreased soil loss a:
improved water qual:-.
on his farming
Richards said. "I can't think 01
mission more vital
'and viability of a P.,:
_voted- its soil and water. Co'
ing SCS's proud tradition 01 •
vice is top priority to me.Inchards and his wife,. Grace.
have thice sons, Steve, -Bruce a• •
Elmon. All three have degrees
agriculture and are, running t!
family' farm in .southern Ohio.

if

Second of nine-part produce
course set for Tuesday night
On Jan.
County High School 12(
at 7 p.m., the second ol
series will feature revie.A
land preparation r.:ethods.
mulching. includir-e he
degradable plastic
field crop covers !,,7
spring and late la:, c7,.;,•
lion will be covered !n,
\I...,
cpoe. ugceen.eral manaeer
Produce.
Jim Pyles. a civi!
-rif
SFtIWTv T 1(irrigation systems. •I Lis is •.,seJ
as
conserve water as
to deliver liquid feriiiters

a:ea•
cal growers natrr
this method. not is scarce. hut th,,,
conserve our
Next he will cover !.
who want to e‘p•:,:
,
.tems can do so.
ing systems and del:\
ers and such to th,..
As this promises to
educational evening.
nets as well as commerci a! ':7t1'.`.,;:".
well
half hour class.
For, further 'into'
436-5888.

,

Hopkinsville's Newest Dark Fired Warehouse

C.W. Young and Company
Call 885-5114 or 885-5422 Collect
Located On Princeton Road • HIM), 91
Across From H&R implement,

5 GOOD. REASONS FOR SELLING WITH US:
I WE SELL TOBA1:.
Last year we ave,a;e'... St Cf.,
higher than all other floors
in town for the season
2 Heat detector aiarm syster
which is hooked up wit
EOC in case of "e
3 C W Young and Co-par,y
Warehouse established • I928
63 years experience
4 Easy access into and out
of warehouse
5 Plenty of custom's?' ba'Ir.nq

THOSE WAITING EAGERLY TO SERVE YOU
Ann T. Young. Bookkeeper
T IA Young. Owner
Ty Young, Floor Manager
Randy tilie and Teresa Shotar Weighmen

•

We at Hutson Ag would like
to wish each and every one of
you a very happy and prosperous New Year. Your business
during the 1990 season was
very deeply appreciated! If we
can help you in any way during
the 1991 season, please give us
a call.
41
0
co)

C4

WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR
STANDING 11MBFR AND LOGS
Averitt Lumber Company, a manufacturer
of hardwood lumber, is buying standing
timber and logs in your area.

f
f
f

Expanded facilities and mill improvements have
increased our need for quality hardwood timber
Our professional foresters treat your property as
carefully as our own, helping you manage your
timberland more effectively
If you have standing timber or logs to sell, call Paul
Yielding at (502)924-1101 days or (502) 522-6623
evenings Or write to Paul at Averitt Lumber _
Company, P0.Box 665 Cadiz, KY 4221-O665

Your Friends Al

HUTSON AG SERVICE
753-1933
Murray

498-8142
Haiti

753-6414
Wiswell

d Averitt
LUMBER COMPANY

Clarksville TN
1615)647 8394

Cadsz, KY
1502)924 1101

Grand Rtvers KY
(502) 362'43307

HI

I IN•

First lady breaks
leg in accident
while sledding

Imes

WASHINGTON ..AP) — Barbara Bush will he on
for several weeks, nursing a broken leg
suffered when she slammed into a
tree while sledding with her grandchildren at Camp David, Md.
The 6S-year-old first lady
returned to the White House in a
wheelchair Sunday after the
accident.
The break was not severe enough
to require a cast, but the doctors
ordered the first lady' not to put any
weight on her left leg for several
days.
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MSU to hold journalism workshop

Paul Dee Jones

was moved to March to avoid con
flict will final e\anlinations and
other late-sprinil ILO) school
ties, according lk Bob Mc(..
ey, chairnidn 11 the spoil-. Department it Journal
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Repair sunjery
for torn ligament

program
information

-Tom-arrte-nor-crucrate- ligament
in the knee is a common
disabling injury,

•.i.

11.2 A •:;1.r11:.'....
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Dec
71, Kirksey,
died Sunda) at ()AO p.m. at
Murray-Callov,a) County Hospital.
lie OA ncd Paul I). Jones Grocery
at Kirksey and \v as a member of
Kirksey hilted Methodist Church.
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Forgy throws
Republican Party
into turmoil again
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Assoc.at•d Press W.riter
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Graft
from
patellar
tendon

(I.
\\ Tibia

Ligament is repaired by
grafting a piece of the patellar
knee tendon into its place. The
surgeon drills holes through
the bone, threads the graft
through them and attaches its
ends with screws.
SOUPC.:E D

Jot,n1.1rbe. associate

(41hoc..,,,,c Surgery

'Fair Housing Act video conference
set for Barkley Room at Curris Center
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NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
Or

Stock Market
Report

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

Auto Insurance

Prices as of 10:00 AM

dustrial A v erage .............. -27.98
."-7 Previous Close
2501.49 )
'
Air Products
531/s • 1/2 )
(A.T.C-Clau
A .........301/213 303/4A
'AT&T ........................... 291/4 • 1/2
Bank of Murray
371/2/1
Bell South
.503/4 - 1/2
Briggs & Stratton ........ 29/s • 1/4
('Ivry sler
117/s - 'le
t'SX Corp
301/2 • 1/4
Dean Foods
30'!. • '"4
Dollar Gen. Store ...........71411 8A
Exxon
497/s - Us
Ford
2514
‘ General Motors
311/s:0/s
Goodrich
36/
1
2 • 1/2
Goody ear
171/4 - 1/4
I 1.11.M.
1067/s - Rs
Ingersoll Rand
361/1 + 1/1
K Mart ....,..........................26 • '1..
K. 1 tilities.............—.AT/.
Kroger
1314 Lou. G & E
383/4 unc.
McDonalds
263/. - '12'
r JCPenney.
43 - 1/2
,
t Quaker Oats
481/2 • 3/4
Sears
241/2 • 1/2
Snap-On Tools
283/. • 1/2
Texaco
5814 + s/s
791/. - Isis
c. Time-Warner
1ST
331/2 - 1/2
Wal-Mart
287/s • I
)
i Woolworth
261/. - 1/1 '-,
C.E.I:,_ Yield.,..........
..... 7.29B

Compare Prices and Sore.'

6th & Main
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HOG MARKET

..
cp„,:.]co•c. ,.:

Federal-State Markel News Servior January 14, 1041
Kentucky Purchase Area llog Market Report Includes 4
Buyina Statiom R eceipts:...el 515,Val 450 Barrows& :tits
2.00-2.50 lower, Sows steedy•1.00 lower.
15 12 230250
5 1-2 210.230 lbs. ....
-540504100
IS 2-3 2.30-240 lbs_
--.545.50-46.50
15 3-4 264270 lbs
Sows
337 00.311.00
IS 1 2 210350 lbs
33&003000
is 1 3 300-400 lbs
3.30.003900
400-525 lbs .
541.00-43.00
I s 1 ,25 and up.
00
t s 21 3013500
Boars $2X.00 33.00
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i 2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Buffet ,
1
1
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I
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I
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Before the Need Arises. . .

Upon Request
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Car pool service
available for MSU
students, faculty

Athirlional Information Available.
\:
.
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ROSS INSURANCE

•

heir class or mirk
Students Activitie,
tirst floor of the
Listings are then arranged ac,
ing„ to home location and
(Jules, Lawrence said. People
the referral service contact
Oaf ridesharers and make their
arrangements for transport,l'
sharing e‘penses. he sai,'

I
I
I

•

vie

99
6
Only $
I
'Must present coupon
I
when- ordering
(Expires Jan 17th) *Not good with any other special ,
I

p

I
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

lave
nber

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning

-ty as
/our

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

:all Paul
522-6623

•••

Buy any 1,5" Large Pizza at Regular Price
Get Second 15" Large for
•Up to 10 Items
*Original Crust

I

(E

Jan. 17th)

$299 I

Only

*Must present coupon
when ordering
'Not good with any other special
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Blalock-Coleman

?.r

?11-0665

ritt

tirnalism professor and adviser
:or MSU-TV 11 News: Joe Hedges.
iie.ss editor in
services; D:. Aril;
•
rn professor and adviser :o
Le Murray State News; Orville
lle:ndon. computer graphics spc-and Barry Johnson, univer- . photographer.
held professionals complementthe. stall ill
Kelly Jackson and Wayne .
Jostens Anierican
C rtith
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Fibula

Preston Barrett

)MPANY

Funeral Home, Inc.
713 South Fourth St.

753-6800
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Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
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Chestnut St.

753-6656
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MSU students tour Sparks Center
learned about the role of registered
dieticians. home economists and food
photographers and sty lists in the pu
blication of Cooking Light.
Students had a further opponunity
to explore career options with a ‘isit
to the Sparks Center The Sparks
Center is an Interdisciplinary training
Program of the University of Alabama
at Birmingham which provides ad
vanced training for graduate and
post-graduate students as well as
professionals who need expenences
with mentall!., or developmentalls
disabled persons
' --------------

T.wenty -five Murray State L
sit, students and faculty member.
?rum the department of home economics recently toured Southern Liv mg, Inc. and the Sparks CentOr for
Developmental and Learning. Disorders in Birmingham. Ma.
At Southern Livtrit, Inc., publisher
of Cooking Light arid Southern Living magatines,students learned about
the process involved in taking a
leature article from conception of an
lika to its publication in Cooktng
I.ght. Students toured the test kitch;r•.s and photograph) studio. and

Murray State students attended 1
seminar concerning nutrition prob
lents of children. and nutrition assessment and intervention. Students with
an interest in nutrition or child development were able to learn about
opportunities for graduate training, as
well as unique-career opportunities

irE ifle A %'A LENT.

EARN To DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
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.Tne carnage OuShere is terrible Sandy_ .feathers
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13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16 to
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
Sam 11 30a m

Cloteal Coles
Joan & Lenice Coles

NOW interviewing potential
Avon representatives Earn
up to 50% commission
Free jewelry $8 and $15
kits
753-2299 or
1 502 737 5632
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2 Running
3 Series of
games
4 Former
Russian ruler
5 Sipper
L Eastwood ID
7 TV s Jess4ca
F[etcher

inits
8 Alcoholic
beverage
9 Oblect of
affection
DOWN
10 Doctrine
11 Underworld
1 Perfumed '
13 Prophets
ointment
16 Death notice
short form
19 Depressions
10
9
4
6
21 Seaweed
substance
13
22 Pulsate
12
25 Pertaining
to Norway
17
16
111 27 Crown
I
30 Walks
2.3
21 22
ic
unsteadily
32 Picture
28
21
2
25
holder,
34 Journey
32
30
36 inside
Clover
37 Engraves
with acid
40 41
38 Sour
39
5
40 Bugs Bunny s
favorite
44
4 i
41 Tossed
44 Susan
49
50
4P
James
47 Bari,
55
54
53
52
49 Rend
•
52. Cotton St
6C1
57 58
54 Arid
59lUll 57-Alternative
62
word
58 Pronoun
linkup
0-T
60
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WAITERS waitresses
cooks Experience pre
terred Apply in person at
new location of Seifood
Express. Olympic Plaza
No phone calls please
WENDY S is now hiring all
shifts Flexible hours Apply
at the 'store between 2 and
4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
St Murray
WENDY S is now accept
irig applications for mana
gers and assistant managers in the Western Ky
area Excellent starting sal
ary and benefits Previous
restaurant experience
helpful but not required
Send resume with refer
enGes to Andrew Jordan
Area Supervisor. 303
Sheila Dr -Hopiensville, Ky
42240

Answer to Previous Puzzle

- A ,wance
tor waSte
35 Bellow
36 Dinner
course
39 Flowering
plant part
42 Near
43 Walt
Disney
45 Oriental
nurse
46 Fr id Cold
48 Eufopeari
herring
50 Go astray
51 Home of N I
_Met§
53 Bound
55 Note of scale
56
Submarine
Margin
59
61 Extra
62 Meeting

I

'4

SOUTHERN States job
opening for anhydrous arid
spray coupe operator
Farming background re
quired Apply in person at
Industrial Road location

5M13

•
Ill
•

SALES person to work in
decorating center and paint
store Some experience at
this type of work would be
helpful This is a 40hr week
-We-Decor— — -ties Apply-al-Star
ating Center 701 S 4th St
Murray or phone 753 0839
or 436 2935 after 5pm

ACCEPTING applications
forfeit time dishwasher No
phone calls Apply in per
son between 2pm 3 30pm
H R Dumplin s 305 S
12th Murray

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Stations
6 Centrai
Amer icdr
Indiar11 Uprigrit
12 Avoids
a
14 I
'Camera
15 PhilipOtne
rootstock
17 Burrowing
animal
18 Jack
Lemmor.
Ted Dansor.
film
Vermeer(
seaport
23 Faisehood
24 Paradise
26 English
Channel isie
28 Teutonic
deity
29 Spanish
title
31 Duties

EXPERIENCED full time
waitresses wanted Our
waitresses average well
above standard rate Apply
in person at Majestic Roy
ale Holiday Inn Restaurant
Hwy 641S Murray Ky

753-7597

Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
I 900 226 0360
SI a minute

ACROSS

FEDERAL Government is
hiring $16 500 $62 000
per year Amazing re
corded message reveals
details (901)642-1416 '

STAFF Speech Language
Pathologist needed at our
40 bed tree standing reha
Day & evenryg classes
bilitation facility located in
offered For more informaNorthwest Tennessee
tion call Raton Brittain
Cane Creek Center, a part
instructor) at
of Rebound, Inc provides
a full continuum of care for
ASSEMBLE OUR DE
VICES Learn this trade we traumatic head injury
clients as well as treating a
send instructions parts
wide variety of neurological
and check for assembly
and orthopedic impair
Call (404) 426 0672 Ext
ments Experience with
B520
_r. ..ttead. 1014rtici_.art0_ .9ttr104....
pRILu.sstuberannett„HitsoliAdpapyplyin,innhHp:w:
.,...",„. -j€
't"
.
""
'
" ''' ',",.,* ..CJAY 'crs
.hC4a.ihrn-4........... rehabilitation preferred
will .5rece
..eaieu
... '
Church
bids until Jan 31 on the wanted Job paysrn$4s00-htr however CFY candidates
will be censidered We offer
following Approximately
at Majestic Royale competitive salaries as well
2000sg ft of new construc son
as an excellent compensa
son and remodeling of ex
641 S Murray, Ky
son and benefits package
i f 1 ctai...
c,l
ri
t.ar
,pi.sQtion:Irslit.,Jio!
.,..,).ure.9.b.S
LE. balsysitter I nterview and relocation as.
DEPENDABLE
sistance provided Please
calling .r.;')2 753 42.88
. forward resume or contact
4°3r6 23
f
Prn I I
138
Rene' Doubiin SLP Coor
EXPERIENCED full time, dinator, at (901) 587 423,
head cook wanted Job will EOE
pay $5hr plus yearly vacaSPECIAL NEEDS,
ASSEMBLERS Excellent
A OOP/ION PROGRAM tion for the qualified candi
date _Apply er.1 person at income to assemble pro
Majestic Royale 'Holiday ducts from your home
.11.111' FOA mutt* 81504.0k1S
•
• •
Inn Restaurant Hwy 641S 504 646 1700 DEPT
P2021
Murray Ky
CANCER • LOCAL construction corn TEXAS REFINERY CORP
needs mature person now
pany needs additional sec
INSURANCE
in the MURRAY area Re
Position
help
is
retanal
If
apply
age lima to
gardless of training write
,pan-time (min 25hrs per
(7,ur present policy is
V M Hopkins Box 711
week) The desired applicover 10 years old it
Fort Worth TX 76101
ant should possess pleas
may not cover some of
ant telephone manners
UP to $15 hour processing
the newer treatments
such as chemother
mail weekly check guaran
basic clerical and typing
apy For free informa
skills Send resume to PO teed Free details. write,
SD, 12610 Central, Suite
1,0n call
Box 1040M 'Murray Ky
255 TKY Chino, CA 91710
42071 •
Jerry McConnell

MiL
141 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l ii
11174:

s

Brands

LIBRA
(Sept 23 nil

unix tram di ine -sit, (1,-I 1511114'. Are
May 21 to Jun..
fal. Wel
You 11 be making important deci
SCORPIO
se m. affecting your financial future
/ct (to's.% 21,
9€
nov. There rnay tw extra expereess
Sere'us meetal v. ork is favored
4 owlet lion with another l'ouples
now You II be hearing sorm• news
agree in the use of joint funds
from a neighbor Nou'll speak your
l•ANCER
mind fretsls ttiday and art' sortiriatat
'22)
tio
lime
firm and det 151% I'
In and a partner will he sharing a
..now Sin&I
veer.. .......................
(No%
114--c
I
ttpwartis a permanent coninnt
'ii ill may rho some shopping now-,
nit-lit at present Children's interests
but you're in a pnident rather than
are also highlighted
extravagant nemmi and will tw certain
LEO
I'' get S.tur Money •s worth An extra
July 2 to Aug 22 ,
S111111'1 1 of inconne (I 411.1 arise netts
You re ahle to take on quite a hoed
CAPRICORN
in-hassiness. now ( oneentration tM
(Dec 22 to.lan 19i
gtesi arid- sour focus is on at
Yiou're ready-'14 or new beginnings
ment Ikomestit interests are also
re iw, and are both serious minded
10,1t1% .•IN at '
I 'Med
letting" together
arid 'eine osehily
with y our friends ttoday will do you a
world of igt Nod
• AQUARKFS
Jan 211 to Feb Is ,
NI III may be in a t ontemplative and
reflective mi 14 Ki now Tackling 14 nne
unfinished tasks may be tops on your
agenda Researt h and, study stig are
pluses
PISCES
ANDY
(Frt. luto Mar 20i
.41114
)riçt' again %tie II he tielphig a
friend Ise Tiodas starts a busy round
s4 ciii activity for sou News tomes
Erten afar S4)rtie tif-eide to pout a club
lii rorganizatio1n
yi II RI *Vs: Ti tilAY are often a
clue mit sts lets anti its values You
AND I TAukitleir
work well with groups and others
EAC14E
A.AD
turn ti you for advice In bustneve
ALL 'TiAE A.N9nIER6
you gravitate ti oa anis large enter
prises and you may have an interest
in politics and government ser7we
You have a dramatic side to your
nature anti Inas be drawn to show'
business A home is iniportsint to your
happiness iiirthdate of Martin
Luther King .Jr civil rights leader.
Edward Teller physicist arid Maria
te•11. actress

1111
Axassaw, 4

VCR Service

tra rests insibilities may arise in
t truiet-tion with -a- child A familiar
haunt may be pair best bet for
rimiant t, an11
.ento.rtainmerit
creativity are pluses now

GEMINI

7"kor
IPS

Thefamily of Delete
Crass wishes to express our heartfelt
thanks to Bro. John
Dale and'singers, Dr.
Hollis Clark, Dr. Richard Blalock, nurses
on Ind & 3rd floor of
MCCH. Also the
many cards, flowers,
&,phone calls were
very much— appreciated
Husband &
Children

Iii

Fraaces Drake

TAURUS

- •

14* V( M.
•

slagt,
°to

Your Individual
Horoscope
ARIES
Nt.ai
to Apr 19
_
This is a day of new twginnings in
• Areer matters telt y011 also will tw
taking (on more rests onsitulity Per
se%erarice anti unswerving purpose
are your twin allies now

•

CLASSIFIEDS

ALLIANCE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

.••••

1111

ACCOMPLISHED proles
sional with 30yrs of man
agement experience in en
gineering operations
marketing and sales in the
telecommunications?
computerelectronicsf
automotive industries
seeks a full time part-time
of consulting position in the
purchase area Resume
and references available
upon request (502)
354 9028
BABYSITTING in my
References
home
759 4490
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable. 8yrs experi
ence References supplied
435 4146
BABYSITTING in my home
afternoon and nights
759-1683
I will do babysitting in my
home Mon Fri New Con
cord area 436 2299
WILL cook clean keep
children, care for elderly or
disabled 753 2240
WILL sit with sick or elderly
Live-in or out 753 0785
110

For Soto
Or Track
1978 FIREBIRD needs mo
tor work Trade for pickup
guns or shop equipment
753 7300

Wont
To Bit>
ANTIQUES by the piece cmcollections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobole horne ax
les and toes We will re
move 527 9063

•

4.

v
.414

MONDAY, JANUARY 14, 1991

CLASSIFIEDS
ernment is
10 $62 000
lazing re
ge reveals
12 1416 '

Miirray Ledger & Times
510

Farm
Equipment
WANTED to buy 5 10 acres
with or without suitable
buildeng for Christian
school or rent a house or
building for Christian
school in the Stella Col
dwater. Farmington, Lynn
Grove, Tr City area Please
call 753 0447,489 2917 or
382 2443

full time
inted Our
erage well
I rate Apply
alestic Roy
Restaurant
nay Ky
to work in
ler and paint
pertence at
rk would be
340hr week
ack:s-Decor----- —
)1 S 4th St
le 753 0839
liter 5pm

150
Articles
For Sale
CARAT ruby and dia
mond- pendant, 14 carat
yellow gold riitunting Light
weight curb link chain
753-1514

States lob
hydrous and
operator
(ground re
in person at
d location

GIRLS bedspread curtains
and accessories blue
rose 753 3119 after 4pm
LEADING edge Model D
IBM XT compatable 6401<
of ran 20MB hard drive
54 floppy drive Green
monitor motum CITOH pro
writer junior $750
753 8511 or 762 6367

FRONTEND loader bucket
7tt wide $200 492 8516

210
Firewood
FIREWOOD Seasoned o
green $30/rick delivered
474 2318
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale Also

&ernes,
Offered
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in
vestigation experience
•Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
•Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations
(502)753 2641

ONE room. partiaiii turn'
ished sleeping rooms with
shared kitchen and bathrooms,central H/A Lo
cated 1/ blocks from Fa
culty Hall $125/mo includ
ing utilities Call Camela at
753 1492

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales, ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1 800 248 4319

WE have nice 2br du
plexus, 2bd townhouses
also 2br. 2 bath with den
$375 $500/mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

1965 VOLKSWAGON
needs work 1971 Dodge
Dart running good new
tires Has boon wrecked in
front 753 0789
1969 FORD Maserisk
owner Purchased row at
Parker Ford Murray 50xxx
actual miles 753 0463 dt
ter 6pm
1982 Z 28 GAMER°
$2700 753 4832

tree --sof-4446e -436-2462-,
270

436 2758
FIREWOOD Seasoned or
green Also slab wood
Charles Barnett 753 5476
WOOD for sale 753 5745

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Rooms
For Rent

speed, loaded 79 090
miles, $4150 489 2715

1255 REMODELED 2br,
excellent condition $2500
437 4917, 437 4511

SLEEPING room Refriger
ator in hall Private en
trance Zimmerman Apts
S 16th 753 6609

1983 OLDS Cutlass ova
gen good condition Ca
after 4prw 395 7986

1977 PARK Villa 12x60
central heat 345 2784

210

1984 MERCURY„.Marquir,
4
_
door all power f OCti Car
80AX
mles, 1 °Novi'
$3750 435-4364 niter
8pm

Houses
VERY nice 2br 1 bath, on
For Rent
two lots Minute from lake
1586 SUNBIRD Turbo (.137
BABY Grand piano New and boat ramp Appliances .REAL
CHARMER
58500 436 2195
strings and key tops thor
2Bedrm Murray location $3800. 1977 T Bird $4150
oughly reconditioned
2a0
New central gas heat and 753 6853
$2300 437 4432
Mobile
air
Includes refrigerator
‘111.1.10NAIRES
Homes For Rent
washer and dryer Tons of 1988 H'y'i.„'f;DiA Excei GL
LIONAIRES PA \Gstorage' Discounted rent
M RN'S
S speed a,r
N RACK
NEED roommate for 2b
-,,inrost AM FM cassette
IN Mt RItAli. rherlie's
mobile home All ap- $375 753 8734
Sate I l'tienna(!,
$3400
pliances furnished with
2BR gas heat $265 mo gr'?rlt ga5
Miscellaneous
Flero Auto
washer/dryer
and
dis
SPA for sale 753 3488 at
plus deposit 753 9826
FABRIC•FA BRIG'FABRIC hwasher 1br is partly turn
ter 6pm
3
3BR brick house central Of,arpor
h OFF SALE Country Re- ished A non smoker, pre
•STE Et• tee-werieboots- for - • - mrrants- -Hwy-6/3-641- eraf-.--terribly a student•$15C•mo
heatiarr rarpert lenced • 34•31:30C4
men and ladies La CrOS!;r: fenville. Marshall County and
utilities and cable
backyard Call 435 4186
1 j89 mr,':,A A r,V1
rubber boots Camouflage next to Bonanza Mon Sat Very nice Call Chad
Ir",90r.0od13, 0! ylc, 199'
HOUSE
for
rent
or
sale
on
a
753-2423 or work
clothing New and used
10-5pm
land contract 3 bedroom
753-6749
guns Jerry's Sporting
$250'mo plus deposit Pa
Goods 6th & Walnut. May
PROOF sets and silver dol
norama Shores Call
Ky 247 4704
Lease For Less at
lars make fine presents for
436 2326
Business
SUNTAN Salon going out every occasion' If we don t
DWAIN TAYLOR
Rentals
WANT to rent 3br house in
of business For sale 12 have the date you need
CHEVROLET
West Calloway County or
Wolff tanning beds new and well get it at no extra cost to
1990 S-10 Blazer
east Graves County
used $500 and up Will you Check our U S and
$329.83 mo'
Two-Office Suite
753 0447
foreign coins proof sets
finance 753 9274
Call Gene at 753-2617
with
reception
area
and silver dollars at the Ox
Plus Tax, Title 8, License.
WOOD Master .nsert therm Yoke Antique Store (Hazel
Downtown Murray,
X No. Closed End Lease.
control. two motors $15(', and Treasure House (li.41er
500 Maple
.759-452)
•
ray) Special discounts now

Language
eded at our
anding reha
y located in
'ennessee
enter, a part
lc provides
m of care for
ead injury
as treating a
neurological
clic impair
rience with
.40.4
preferred
' candidates
red We offer
lanes as well
it compensa
fits package
'elocation as,
idgd Please
).3 or contact
SLP Coor
1) 587 423.

S Excellent
isemble pro
your hothe
'00 DEPT

NERY CORP
a person now
lAY area Re
training write
is Box 711
TX 76101

Appliances
FROSTFREE refrigerato
and continuous clean
electric range Reason
ablel 492 8705 after 5pm

lUr processevg
:heck guaran
details. write
Central Suite
no CA 91710

KITCHEN -AID portable
dishwasher Call 435 4186
160

Horne
Furnishings

waitresses
erience pre
• in person at
of Seafood
ympic Plaza
alls please

Musical

available We buy coins
and offer professional ap
praisals of estates
753 4161
SEARS Frostless refrigera
tor with ic.emaker, sofa and
love seat, Early American,
good condition $125. odd
sofa $100. single and dou
ble element electric hea
ters wood shutters for 36in
window (16pr) 753-4461
759 9323 after 5pm

WOODEN storage build
'rigs 8x16' starts at $1095
10x16' i$142450. 12x24
SOFA, chair and ottoman. $2395 Other sizes avail
Neutral color,' good condi able Acree Portable Build
ton 753,4852
ings 502-247 7831
2 TWIN beds sink ker
osene heater 753 9476

now hiring all
e hours Apply
ietween 2 and
111 Chestnut

GUN, KNIFE & BASEBALL CARD

SHOW

, now accept
)ns for mana
sistant manaWestern Ky
.nt starting sal
efits Previous
experience
not required
le with referndrew JOrdan
?rvisor, 303
Nakirrsvrile, Ky

Admission: 52 Children Under 12 Free

Marshall County High School
Drafienville, Kentucky

Saturday, Jan. 19, 9-5
Sunday, Jan. 20, Noon-5

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BUDGET
ANALYST POSITION
Murray State University is seeking a Budget
Analyst starting immediately to assist the
Director of the Budget in preparation of the
budget and related documents and implementation of budgetary controls throughout the fiscal year. A qualifled candid4te must
hold a Bachelor's degree in Finance, Accounting or a related field and a miriimurri of
one year experience working in a central
budgetary or accounting function. Salary will
be commensurate with experience. Applications will be accepted until the position is
filled. Submit letter of application, salary
requirements, resume and three references
to: Paul Bylaska, Director of the Budget,
University Budget Office, 318 Wells Hall,
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
MSU is an EO/AAE.

ration
inted

ihIED proles
30yrs of man
)enence in en
operations
id sales in the
unications,
electronics,'
industries
time, part time
position in the
rea Resume
ices available
uest (502)
ING in my
eferences

)flice cleaning
, 8yrs expen
inces supplied

•1G in my home
and nights

bysitting in my
Fri New Con
436 2299

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

clean keep
•e for elderly or
53 2240

If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B co-_
payment amount. This benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% ofthe $100Part- B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month.

isick or elderly
,ut 753-0785

r Sete
Trade

tIRD needs ma
ade for pickup,
lop equipment

'lent
Buy

For more information (all

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

by the piece or
Call 753 9433

lobile home ax
ss We will re
9063

Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"
•

13

753-8964

4 CAR shop with ott.;.,e
753 9386. 753 4509
OFFICE or retail space for
rent on court square
$175'mo. Contact Kop
perucle Realty 753-1222

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

great Pyrenees
Wormed and shots Large
quality puppies Champion
bloodlines $250 each Cnti
after
7p
1-502 653 5951
HIMALAYAN Persian cat
$150 Includes traveling
cage and accessories
753 2846
MINIATURE Schnauzer,
black male 901 479 2472
PIT bull pups. 7 weeks old
1st shots and wormed 2
males 1 white/black, 1
cocoa/white, $100'each 1
female coco&white $75
Excellent bloodline Seri
ous inquiries only Day or
night Z59-1925

Apsnments
For Rent
Large storage building
$160/rno 753-5292
1BR furnished apartment
Nice and clean Close to
campus
$165, mo
753 7276
1BR furnished 1604
Miller Deposit required
$165/mo Water furnished
753 0932 753 5898
2BR apartment in Northwood Appliances and water furnished $260/mo
753 3964
2BR apartment near downtown 753-4109
2BR carport, central H/A,
stove, refrigerator No pets
Deposit, lease. $350/mo
18027, A
Monroe
1-502 527-7382 after 5pm
28R duplex in Northwood
$295,rrio 759-4406
2BR duplex $300/mo Deposit required Quiet area
753 9240
2BR duplex Appliances
furnished Nice neighborhood $310/mo 759-4406
2BR duplex apartment in
quiet residential neighbor
hood near university Ideal
for couple or retired person
$275'mo 753-8096 or
753 2633
APARTMENT near Univer
say $160/ma No pets References may be required
753 5992
BRAND new 3br duplex, 2
full baths, with shower
Central heaVair, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher furnished Concrete driveway
No pets allowed Applications now being taken
753-9400 or 435 4214 after
7pm
Fully furnished lbr apart
rnent with paid utilities Now
available Near downtown
436 2755
NEW 2br duplex Ap
pliances energy efficient,
owner occupied 1821
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
ROOMMATE to share
apartment $150/rno plus
utilities 1412F Stadium
View Dr 812-937-4601a
753-8011. after 1-14-91
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
5024374113 EHO

•

Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
ers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 800-251 HOME Ext
711L
REPOSSESSED VA
& 111.1) 11()NIFs
available from government
from St without credit
check You repair Also S &
I. bailout properties Call 1E105 682-7555, ext. 111435
for repo bat your area

Lots
For Sale
BEAUTIFUL single family
dwelling lot All city utilities
including city cablevision
Joining the city limits at
Westend of Gatesborough
Call 753-5541, 753 4060
As°
Homes
For Sale
3BR 2 acres 6 miles wes
of Murray $45 000
489 2303
3BR brick house New central heatair, storm win
dows, garbage disposal.
cable hookup. city Water. 1
mile East of Murray Priced
in mid $30's 498-8944,
1-800-637 1442
3BR brick 14 bath LR,
den excellent condition
Nice neighborhood Priced
$60s Call 753 9822 after
6pm
NICE 2bdrm. full base
ment, central H/A Nice
neighborhood Priced in
mid S30's Call 753 1449
after 5pm
470
Motorcycles
1982 HONDA 200
3 wheeler Rebuilt engine
headlight guard backrack
and trailer hitch $400
492 8516
1987 YAMAHA Banshee 4
wheeler $1600 753-7728
fi0

Auto
Services

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
CARS
14 Toyota
10 Toyota Corolla..............18187
1987
'90 Toyota Cory
'19 Tv/al
19 Toyota Celia GT.... '11487
'19
19
13 Bled
lieroiry Ctiony
'88 Toyota Ciessida
11 Cher/ Craro......
11 Toyota
18 Pont. Saint. LE
'87 Toyota
'87 Mazda R17... '10,981
r/187
16 Honda Accad
16 Poet. Sunbid GT........ '5,897
16 Toy. Corolla
16 Terul 4WD Wgn 15487
19 Dids Cr Brghm...,....1,917
14 Olds Ott
'84 Toyota
11 Toyota
TRUCKS
'89 Ford Ranger XLT
19 Chevy
'89 Toyot
11 NiSS, Pathfinder SE...11,487
10,917
11 P.Gran
18 Toyota 4Runner.... '11,487
18 Pynouth voyager _AAP
17 Toyota
!AIM;
'017
17 Toyota 1
'79 AMC

INTERIOR/Exterior paint
mg Work guaranteed Free
estimates 436 2299

ANY remodeling bt.,
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

MR r...r , ,y
cleaner 492 8561

inney

STEWART S
trash and garbag•
•
MURRAY Ceramic Tile arid -Serving all of
, A
Marble and flat brick
County 436 5236
435 4607
1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
SUREWAY Tree & ST
NEW homes remodel.rig Removal Insured wit',
cylinder motor $2500
pole barns, decks, outbuild 4
OBO 474 8820
11 roirift of
tprrr
,,.c.%rs, includinga r
ings, brick and masonry
aerial
nd
1983 CHEVY Silverado CUNNINGHAM S Heating work 759-1039 after 4pm
chipper Tc assure b
short wheel base pickup
and Cooling Service Corn
plete servicepe all central NEW or repair work on operation at a lower
Loaded red 753 2353
rid
191!55 CHEROKEE Proriee—
r -C4
ywanfirlintpl
1"
eras
iortilsrm
oOtfla or malessl—
Ing
C;1"1141-6
11 Garyarwi
il9
is. -111
rno
Pdhe
at dmras°
6 5 speed Priced to sell
75
,4754
Da,
textured finishes Styro
753 3200
foam exterior insulation
LICENSED for electric system installed or re
tenarice
or :
sin
gas, refrigeration Installa
paired Veneer and authen- Electrical
Cieaniry
bon and repair Free esti
tic stone installed Also Sewer 1210 1212 Ma,r,
mates 753 7203
Campers
concrete formed and Street 753 6111 cff,se
FENCE sales at Sears poured 759 4740
1984 26ft COACHMAN
753 0606 after 5pm
now Call Sears 753 2310 PLUMBING
9 000 miles Make an offer
Free et
VCR REPAIR Wood
for free estimate for your mates Affordable rate
502 247 6699
Service Center
needs
Same day service All work servicing $15 moG&A Construction Quality guaranteed 753-4200
$35 all brands ".:rd •
Boats
work at affordable prices PLUMBING repairman ,soth Almo Open 9 '2
Motors
Finish carpentry work same day service Call Mon Fri 753 0630
porch and deck spec Free 436-5255
EVINRUDE motor, 115hp
WILL '2,
estimates Call 753 1126 or
16ft runabout and trailer
ROCKY COLSON Home ar teed 43r, 4
436 2617 after 4pm
'12800 753 0196
-Repair Roofing siding
pa.nting, plumbing cor
GENERAL
Repair
plumb
530
Ing, roofing tree work crete Free estimate-, Cal
Services
474 2307
436-2642
Offered
e
CUTE
afe,GUTTERING By Sears ROGER Hudson rock haor
A 1 STUMP Removal and
Lab r- s ;„;:s
Sears residential and corn ing gravel sand dirt dri."..
'Spraying.. Lawns •tr-sies- • •,Martial' iforititiLiblis'gulfeiS.''Ara;r''rdtk 753745'4'5"""'tlites
and shrubs, unwanted ants
installed for your specifica 753 6763
and insects Call A 1 for
bons Call Sears 753-2310
professional service Glon
for free estimate
Joiner 753 0906
G W CONSTRUCTION
ALPHA Builders CarpenGerald Walters roofing
try, remodeling, porches,
painting vinyl siding all
roofing, concrete, drivekinds of remodeling Phone
CUSTOM NITCNIN CA/INF':
ways, painting, mambo489 2267
CUSTOM WOODWORAING
,ance, etc Free estimates
All Types Of
.189-230'3
HADAWAY Construct:or.
Home remodeling, paint
Custom-Woodworking
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
mg, wallpaper carpentry
Factory trained by 3 major floor covering No job too
manulacturers Most parts small 753-4251,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
n stock. on rriy truck All
'Drop' by 4 se* ow snoveroor
HAULING,
yard
work
tree
work and parts warranted
removal
mowing
Free es
Ask for Andy at The Ap
timates 759-1683
pliance Works 753 2455
HOUSE cleanihg 5 years
APPLIANCE SERVICE
professional cleaning ex
'Kenmore Westinghouse
perience Your home
Immediate Openings
Whirlpool 30 years expen
cleaned the way you like it
once Bobby Hopper, 436-2767, ask for Beclyn
Food Service Supervisor
436 5848
Cleaning
For 174 bed, long term Care facility
BACKHOE Service ROY INSULATION Blown In By
Degree in food service area preferred
HILL Junior Thorn, opera
Sears TVA approved
management experience necessary Fur.
tor 30 years experience
Save on those high heating
company
benefits, salary open
Septic system, drive-ways
and cooling bills Call Sears
hauling foundations etc
Apply at
753 2310 for tree estimate
759 4664
West
View
Nursing Home
KITCHEN CABINET REBLOCK ,brick, concrete, MODELING
1401 So. 16th St.
with wood
drive ways, foundation, grain formica:
Murray, Ky.
all colors
bases patios, chimneys
Free estimates Wulff s Re
EOE M F
repair work Charles Barcovery. Murray 436-5560
nett, 753-5476
A LICENSED electrical
CARPET and vinyl repairs
contractor JAMES C GAL
and installation Profes- LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
sional service Glen Bob
mercial and residential fast
bers 759-1247, leave
courteous and efficient se.r
message
vice 759 1835
CH1M ('him Chimney
L L Beane Painting Corn
Sweeps has 10% senior citimercial and residential
yen discounts. We sell chim
painting Free estimates
ney caps and screens
Lennis Beane owner
759-1 521 (Home) 753-1566
4th & Sycamore
435-4191.
759 1785
Mon. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m., Sat 10-6 p.m.
COMPLETES PLUS
MAGS Errand Service of
Baseball. Basketball Footba
0
tens housesitting grocery
Cards — Packs — Suppl.es
REPAIR All phases of
shopping, postal and bankhome repair and remodeling needs. etc. 753-9630
ing 753 0318
Mon-Fri 8 5 References
1976'FORD pickup Stan
dard shift' Runs good
$650 753 5671

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489-2663

•r

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP

1

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercial

Poison Control

753-7588

and
Rexidential

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Rt. K. Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
{502i759-1$35

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad
$R00
Only Riff Per Week

753-6952

(Walatala 13 ilied13)

Call 753-1916
Murray•Calloway County Hospital

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
4,4, No Job Too Small

41

Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions
489-2739
436-5272

ALPHA BUILDERS

A Si
Call Us Anytime

.Crpfir Tusk.

759-4685

garegtc, decks. porches Home

44,

489-2303

753-1916

call:
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 P.m.
.

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mg,
Chad Cochran, Gen Mg•

TOYOTA
OF IIURRAY

ALL auto repair 753-4314
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

1972 CHEVY Blazer
4wheel dr Mechanically
sound Good tires $1200
753 3958

S 121"
Murray, KY

To place your ad
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piggly wi99
Murray, Ky. Piggly Wiggly Only
641 South Murray
753-9616
753-0265

OPEN 24 HOURS

Register
To Win!

Register To Win!

10.0,000

General Electric
Automatic
Washer

Quality Stamps Giveaway!

50,000
25,000
15,000
10,000

GRAND
PRIZE
FIRST
PRIZE
SECOND
PRIZE
THIRD
PRIZE

Heavy-Duty,
Large Capacity

Quality
Stamps
Quality
Stamps

Register At Piggly Wiggly In Murray Only!

Quality
Stamps
Quality
Stamps

At Murray Piggly Wiggly Only
Rainbow 16 oz

Orange
Juice

Green
Beans

c. .•
5an
CZans

3 4/100

Macaroni
& Cheese

b/1.00

r
11
.
rlIrT6361"11
100 „ 100 sir 100F"Irciiii
FREE'
FREE
COUPON II

coupoN...11..COUPON

r

Ronco 7 oz.

Texsun 12 oz. (Frozen)

10

II COUPON I

FREE II FRE
II
I
I Quality Stamps
amps
OtySt
Rition4tw
i
l
i
.
Stamps
a
o,
u
,v
Quality
Stamps
Quality
I
Stamps
Quality
I Quality Stamps
I
II
II r:,
I
I Bleach
Popcorn
Black Pepper
Milk
only
..Goodpigo
I pbof 0,90
I
•
FREE

FREE

urcase 0
with Coupon and Ph

"we only r Ike*,

L

NOT "UM

v0110 Ow Jon 23 IV

with Coupon and Purchase of I I win LOopon InCioinhase 0
-Gsilo

IV, Coupon anti Piot Ned of
2 Ps IikConricirs
Gravy or Sauce Mix
Good only d klurrris

L

VOC 00 Jan 23 • iS'

micoupoN.
200 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
With $100C or More
Purchase
Limn One Coupon Per Family
Good Only at Murray's Piggly Wiggly
VOID after Jan. 23, 1991

MEIN

Mutorray's

e:,10 aher .2^111 '?5*

I Drinking Water
C.codion^y 1. Ikray s
MO
PIP Ohm
7,10 eturt an 23 IV

Good only p1114,rty s
P912Y VinifitY
LID shit An 23, 391

of
I with Coupon and Purchase
,Gallon Ploy Wiggly

Good oeii plkirreys
Witel
LID Mar Jan. 22, 1101

U•Citood• rCrou'l

COUPON

FREE I
FREE II
1 FREEI"
HFREE 11
I
I
Quality Stamps
Quality Stamps I Quality Stamps
". 11 Quality Stamps
I Dried Fruit
Potato Chips
Potato Chips
I Tortilla Chips
I
•Piggly

I

Coupon and Purchase of I I *Eh Coupon,end Purch
A..!2 Pao' Rene, 11•4

I ort

Lvoce. .

'prelik
• Good rfy r
290f Woilfr
P,

J., n .1;

Good only r Kew*
WW1
• vat) Ad Jon 23, III

of

0111 Coupon and Purchase of
III
G0.00, *ad
02 0:

Good *nag at Munro
P1110, ttlf991v
VOID afier Jan 23, tilt

I I with Coupon and Purchaw
Backara

Good

snip al

PIO WiNt,
L0112 alser Jen. 22,

111

Drawings To Be Held Sat., Jan. 19, 1991 At Murray Piggly Wiggly.

_

